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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND DESIGN

Introduction

It seems a prevailing notion that communication is an essen
tial element of marital adjustment.

Moreover, a persistent theme in

the literature on marital adjustment is that those who are welladjusted are not people without problems but are those with skills
and resources necessary to solve their problems.

The happy couples

have the same problems as the unhappy but are better equipped to cope
with, or to adapt to, their problems.
It is important to understand that not all marital dif
ficulties result from problems in communication.

Unsatisfactory com

munication can be a symptom of other marital problems.

Also, there

are many situations in which a couple may agree that their conflicts
are unsolvable.

Even though improved communication is not the solu

tion to all marital problems,

there is evidence that marital com

munication is positively correlated with marital adjustment.
Leslie Narvan, an author and marital counselor, asserted that
marital adjustment and marital communication were intimately related
to the extent that any event affecting marital communication would
have a subsequent effect upon marital adjustment.

1

Narvan summarized
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what most researchers have reported on communication in relationship
to marital adjustment:
Couples who make good or happy marital adjustments are those
whose communication skills have been expanded to deal effec
tively with the problems inherent in marriage. • • . T o
improve the marital relationship, the couple’s attention
should be focused on their communication pattern.
If they
could be helped to learn better ways of listening and
responding, the relationship between them would also be
improved.

Genesis of the Study

My interest in the area of marital communication was initiated
primarily due to my own engagement.

At the time of my engagement, my

fiance was two years away from graduating from medical school.
Anticipating married life with a physician, I became particularly
interested in marital conflicts generated by demand-time problems.
Therefore, I narrowed my thesis to the study of various communication
rules for handling demand-time conflicts within physician marriages.
"Physician marriages" refer to couples in which one person is a
physician.

Currently, I am married to a physician, and my interest in

this area has continued to grow.

Statement of Purpose

The nature of the physician's profession is such that demand
time conflicts are often prevalent.

Demand-time conflicts refer to

conflicts generated due to the frequent incompatibility of the demands
of the physician's career and the needs of the spouse.

Carla Fine,
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journalist and author of the book Married to Medicine, reported that,
in most cases, life married to a physician meant "a life of constantly
disrupted plans, unpredictable hours, and a vast amount of time
spent alone.
Similar demand-time conflicts can potentially occur at any and
all stages of a medical career.

Medical school requires that the

physician/student learn as much about every aspect of medicine as
possible.
experience.

This process involves long study hours and hospital
One medical student's spouse said, "It seems that Mark is

either at the hospital or in the library, and our time together is
almost nonexistent.

I've been counting the days until medical school

is over."**
The next phase in the physician's development is his/her
residency.

The residency is the time when the "new" physician learns

medical skills through intensive on-the-job training.

The residency

averages from three to seven years depending on the specialization.
During this period, it is not uncommon for physicians to become con
sumed by medicine having little energy left over for household or
marital responsibilities.
One nurse married to a third year resident in
St. Louis reported,
Lately, the only subject that Ted wants to talk about is his
work.
I do everything around the house, which I don't mind,
but if I want to discuss the household expenses, politics, or
even my day at the hospital, Ted cuts me off.
I also love
medicine, but I want some variety in my life.
I always knew
Ted was dedicated, but I sometimes think his commitment bor
ders on obsession.
It's very hard being married and lonely at
the same time— it's like having a best friend who never has
time for you.^
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After the residency,

there are transitional years in which the

physician and spouse make choices concerning what category of medicine
to pursue (private practice, hospital-based, etc.), what part of the
country, and in what type of community they want to settle.
Approximately 53% of the physicians in the United States opt for pri
vate practice.^

^ne reason why so many physicians choose this path

might be for financial considerations.

Carla Fine reported, "The main

attraction of private practice, for most physicians, is that it
ensures an estimated income of nearly $70,000 a year, compared to the
relatively lower figures provided by other types of medical
career choices."^
With the financial benefits of a private practice also comes
a very busy work schedule.

One spouse said the following about her

husband's practice,
I imagined that since my husband would now be working for him
self, he would be able to balance his time a little better.
Yet, if anything, his hours are worse than before. He leaves
the house at six-thirty in the morning, goes to the hospital
for rounds, conducts whatever surgery he has scheduled, and
then sees patients in the afternoon and evening. He's home
around eight p.m., sometimes even later, but then he always
has paper work to catch up on, cases to review for the next
day, and journals to read. His service phones him constantly,
giving him messages from patients who are trying to contact
him. Charles is very conscientious and spends a good part of
what's left of the evening returning his calls.
The final phase in the development of the physician's career
is established success.
children.

During these years, a couple is often raising

The introduction of children into a marriage adds more

potential for demand-time conflicts.

According to one thirty-six-year-

old wife of a Seattle general practitioner:
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When our ten-year-old complains that his father never attends
any of his Little League games, I try to explain to him that
Steve is not having a good time but is busy saving other
people's lives. In a way I, too, would like it if Steve were
a better husband and daddy, but the children and I are up
against his patients' needs: we have to learn how to take
second or even third pl ace.8
All of the phases of the physician's development are filled
with the potential for demand-time conflicts.

A medical career

demands that physicians study journals, and other information, in
order to keep up in their fields; they are frequently on call and must
respond to the needs of their patients, and they can, and often do,
become so emotionally and physically drained that they do not choose
to involve themselves in household responsibilities.

All of these, as

well as other demands on physicians, can lead to marital conflicts if
the demands become incompatible with certain needs and goals of
the spouses.
Of the possible demand-time conflicts generated within a
physician marriage, some might be prevented.

Others may be managed by

suitable choices of communication rules for managing conflicts.

The

focus in this study is on couples' abilities to manage demand-time
conflicts without third party intervention, e.g., without
marital counseling.
It would be naive and insufficient to suppose that there is
any single method to solve all of these marital conflicts.
methodology, or method of methods, was needed.

Rather, a

The aim of this

research was to meet this need for a communication methodology
designed for direct uses and applications by physician couples for
mediating demand-time conflicts.
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The Use of the Rules Perspective in this Study

In order to accomplish the above stated purpose, it was
necessary to understand the nature of a methodology.
cations for a methodology were generated.

Design specifi

The review of the litera

ture was guided by the design specifications in order to determine if
a methodology, such as the one proposed in this study, existed.

The

design specifications were also included in the research design as
check points for the completed methodology generated in this thesis.
Susan B. Shimanoff's Communication Rules:

Theory and Research

satisfied all of the design specifications for a methodology and was
chosen for direct application in designing the methodology in this
study.

Examples from Shimanoff's view of the Rules Perspective were

chosen to illustrate the design specifications.

Examples from other

perspectives were also given and related to the Rules Perspective.
The completed methodology in this study was generated from a
Rules Perspective.

This perspective was chosen because it seemed to

be the most feasible and promising perspective to meet the needs of
the physician couples.

The areas of concern were what married couples

could do for themselves and how.

Shimanoff's methodology demonstrated

explicitly the procedure for generating and changing rules.

Overall,

Shimanoff offered guidance for communication with people in a most
applicable and directly useful form to the present study.
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Design Specifications for a Methodology

The following design specifications were established as the
requirements for a methodology:

(1) it must be multiordinal;

(2) humans must be viewed as choice makers; (3) the focus should be on
pattern properties; (4) change

must be accounted for; and

(5) various systemic qualities

must be present.

Multiordinality

The multiordinality specification refers to the requirement
that the methodology must deal

with at least two levels ofabstraction.

According to J . Samuel Bois, a

term is multiordinal when without any

change in its dictionary meaning, it is used to refer to different
orders of abstraction.^

Bois explained this by referring to the word

"unit" as it related to the army.

The word "unit" applies to a

variety of formations, for example, a platoon, company, battalion,
brigade, division, etc.

Therefore, a unit is part of a larger unit,

which is part of a still larger unit.

The same word "unit" is also

used in other contexts such as distance, time, and money.

Bois

established the following table to illustrate that a term is not only
used in many areas, but that it can also be multiordinal or used in
each area at different levels of

a b s t r a c t i o n . ^
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FIGURE I

A methodology should have the characteristic of multiordinality.
Shimanoff discussed rules and meta-rules in Communication Rules;
Theory and Research.

Meta-rules are rules for constructing and

changing rules and are a higher level of abstraction than rules.
Shimanoff also demonstrated the multiordinality of rules when she
discussed the following structural quality of a rule:

"A rule should

include an indication of whether under the rule a certain behavior is
preferred, required, or prohibited.'1*!
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Choice Makers

The second design specification is that humans must be viewed
as choice makers*

This is in contrast to any perspective in which

organisms are seen as a product of chance and controlled by external
forces.

When viewing humans as choice makers, it is important to

distinguish between direct and indirect control of choices.
The major focus in this study was on the marital couple.
The couple's choices are indirectly controlled or influenced by each
other as well as by their environment.

Although the focus was on the

couple, at times it was necessary to make references to each individual.
When changing levels of abstraction from the couple to the individual,
direct control became important.

Each individual was presumed to be

in direct control of his/her own choices.
According to Shimanoff's view of the Rules Perspective, humans
are choice makers.

Shimanoff demonstrated this, in part, when she

distinguished between actions and motions.
laws.

She associated motion with

For example, if a person lets go of an object, it will fall to

the ground.

Falling to the ground is a motion explained by the law of

gravity.

Choice making

was

not associated with motions, but with

actions.

Actions are behaviors that one may choose to perform.

Kenneth Burke clearly expressed the difference between actions
and motions:
Things can but move, or be moved. . . . Action involves
character, which involves choice, and the form of choice
attains its perfection in the distinction between Yes and No
(between thou shalt and thou shalt not). Though the concept
of sheer "motion" is not unethical, "action" implies the ethi
cal (the human personality ).^
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Shimanoff associated actions with rules.

One characteristic

of a rule, according to the definition developed by Shimanoff, is that
the rule must be followable.

The notion that rules are followable

implies that rules may also be broken.

Since rules are followable,

rule-related behavior is said to be "controllable."

"The notion that

rule-related behavior must be controllable can also be expressed in
terms of the construct ’volition.*

Actors must be able to choose

whether or not to perform a behavior prescribed by a rule."

Pattern Properties

The third design specification is that the methodology must
deal with pattern properties.

Pattern properties are described by

William H. George in The Scientist in Action:
his Methods.

A Scientific Study of

George discussed wholeness and interdependence of parts:

The properties which cannot be seen as inherent in the proper
ties of separate parts are called pattern properties, to
express the idea of relationship between parts and a whole.
The scientific devices of measurement and of cause-and-effect
relationships seem to be unsuited to express those properties
of things which may be said to depend upon arrangement, or
organization, or the totality of things. They are nonmetrical and non-causal properties. . . . Pattern properties
are not measurable in the sense that they depend upon the
order rather than upon the quantity idea.*^
Shimanoff dealt with pattern properties when discussing rules.
Rules are non-metrical.

One can make measurements about various parts

of a rule, but the rule itself cannot be measured, because it is the
relationship between parts which is significant.
implies structure when used in Shimanoff's sense.

The word "rule"
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Shimanoff established the following structural qualities of a
rule.

According to her, rules should have:

(1) an indication of the

circumstances in which the rule is applicable; (2) an indication of
what ought, or may, or must be, or not be, concluded or decided; and
(3) an indication of the type of inference contemplated, whether under
the rule it is preferred, required, or prohibited.^
Rules are not only non-metrical, but they are non-causal as
well.

Rules do not provide causal explanations.

However, they can

provide other types of explanations, such as reason-giving explanations.
According to Shimanoff,

in reason-giving explanations,

plays an active role in determining the outcome.

the person

In causal explana

tions, the person is the passive medium through which something occurs.
A reason-giving explanation answers questions about how someone
decided to act in a certain way by offering a justification for that
behavior.

Shimanoff offered the following example:

Reason-giving explanation: The actor did X because s/he
chose to follow rule A, which prescribes X.
Causal explanation:

Y caused the actor to do X.16

Causal explanations are not pertinent to a methodology.

A

methodology should provide the basis for other types of explanations
which are based on pattern properties.

George agreed that causal

relationships, as discussed here, are not relevant.

He said,

"No scientific device whatever has yet given an explanation of why
anything happens, in the sense of what agent makes it happen."^
A methodology should deal with how things happen, not why.

With this

emphasis, all explanations should be regarded as a patterning process.
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By definition, Shimanoff stated that rules must apply in more
than one situation, so in generating rules one must look for pattern
properties across incidences.

Rules scholars agree that a separate

rule should not be written for every act; rather a rule should cover
types of acts.

By observing pattern properties, one can see that

human behavior exhibits regularities, and many of the behaviors that
recur in similar contexts are the result of a rule.

Change

The fourth design specification is that a methodology should
account for change.

In other words, the methodology should include a

map structure for making changes.

This is important, because human

behavior is dynamic, therefore, a model for change is imperative.

It

takes both the model and a user of that model to account for change.
The methodology provides the static model for change.

The actual

process of change occurs within the user whose behavior follows that
which is prescribed by the model.
Change is accounted for in the rules perspective through meta
rules.

Meta-rules are rules for creating, negotiating, discussing,

and changing rules.

Shimanoff indicated that rule-reflectivity may

result in developing, maintaining, negotiating, or changing rules and
that sanctioning or not sanctioning behavior may result in the same
process.

Shimanoff provided the following example as a model of the

meta-rule process:
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Axiom 8: Rules do not exist in nature; rather, they are
developed by humans.
Axiom 9: Although rules are developed by humans, com
municators do not typically begin interactions by developing
rules; rather, actors of the same culture will assume that
they share the same rules unless given contrary evidence.
Proposition 7s Therefore, actors will behave as if they share
rules until the behavior of one indicates that they do not
share the same rules.
Proposition 8: If behavior is viewed as deviation from the
rule, actors will attribute an explanation to the deviation.
Proposition 9: Noncompliant behavior with an assumed rule may
be perceived as rule-ignorant, rule-error, rule violation, or
negative-rule reflective behavior, or nonagreement on rules.
Theorem 12: If a noncompliance is viewed as rule-ignorant
behavior, the actor who knows the rule will either ignore the
deviation or s/he will inform the deviator of the rule and ask
the deviator to comply.
Theorem 13: If the noncompliance is viewed as an error by
both actors and the deviation is acknowledged, the behavior
will be corrected and the rule maintained.
Theorem 14: If the noncompliance is a rule-violation and the
deviation is sufficiently disturbing, the deviator will be
expected to justify his/her behavior.
Theorem 15: If the noncompliance is the result of conflicting
rules, and the actors wish to continue interacting, the rules
will be negotiated.
Theorem 16: If previous rules seem outdated, inappropriate,
or in conflict with other rules, they will be negotiated
and changed.
There are other ways to account for change which can be
related to the Rules Perspective.

One way was described by

Richard Bandler and John Grinder in The Structure of Magic.

Bandler

and Grinder were primarily interested in therapeutic situations.

They

theorized that every person develops a mental model of the world.
These representations of the world, created by people, are based on each
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person's personal history.

The representation of the world,

"constitutes a set of interest, habits, likes and rules for
behavior.Thus,

a person creates a model of his/her experiences

based on the ways s/he perceives the world.

The person's behavior,

when creating a representation or when communicating about it, is
rule-governed behavior.
Often in the therapeutic setting, a client's model of the
world is impoverished due to generalizations, deletions, and distortions.
Bandler and Grinder define these three characteristics as follows:
Generalization is the process by which elements or pieces of a
person's model become detached from their original experience
and come to represent the entire category of which the
experience is an example. . . . Deletion is the process by
which we selectively pay attention to certain dimensions of
our experience and exclude others. . . . Distortion is the
process which allows us to make shifts in our experience of
sensory data.^®
In order to help a client who has an impoverished model, at least parts
of that model need to be changed.

This means some of the rules

governing the client's behavior should change.
For example, consider a client who has chosen to behave
according to a rule which prescribes that he does not express feelings.
In the context of the medical profession, this rule may be necessary
to maintain a professional ethic.

Obviously, a physician should not

cry uncontrollably as he explains the nature of a terminal illness to
a patient.

However, if the doctor uses the same rule in his marriage,

he limits the potential for intimacy by excluding expressions which
are useful in that relationship.
loneliness.

This can lead to feelings of

The person may feel he has no choice, since the

possibility of expressing feelings is not available within his model.
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In such a case, the client would benefit from a change in his
model of the world,

Bandler and Grinder developed a model for change

by focusing on the role of the therapist.
model of the world to the therapist.

The client communicates his

The therapist recognizes that

pieces of the client's model are missing.

Through various therapeutic

techniques, pieces of the model are recovered, and the process of
change begins,

Systemic Qualities

The final design specification for a methodology is that it
have certain systemic qualities.

The relevant systemic qualities are:

(1) interdependence of parts; (2) open systems; (3) positive and
negative feedback; and (4) equifinality.
Interdependence of Parts
Interdependence of parts was discussed earlier in reference to
pattern properties.

It is necessary to look for structural qualities,

because the whole is more than just the sum of its parts.
Open Systems
Open systems are systems which interact with their environment.
Human beings are open systems and have an intimate and dependent rela
tionship with their environment.

According to Shimanoff, rules make

sense only in relationship to human beings.

She stated, as part of the

definition of rules, that they are contextual.

A person must interact

with his/her environment in order to decide whether or not to follow a
rule and, if so, which rule to follow.

Shimanoff stated that,

"the contextual portion of a rule may include references to the

16

physical and linguistic environments, the episode enacted, the actors,
the medium of communication, and purposes.

0\

It is necessary to remember that what is considered the
environment in a particular situation depends on how the system is
defined.

Although the distinction between system and environment is

at first arbitrary, once it has been established, it becomes crucial.
This is because the behavior of a sub-system is not necessarily analo
gous to the behavior of the system.

Therefore, defining the system as

the individual has far different implications than defining the system
as the couple.

For each of these specified systems, the environment

is different.
Positive and Negative Feedback
The notion of feedback is rooted in cybernetics.

According to

Norbert Weiner, mechanisms of a feedback nature are the basis for
teleological or purposeful behavior in machines, living organisms, and
social organizations.22
positive.

There are two types of feedback, negative and

According to Alfred Kuhn, negative feedback is the condition

"in which a deviation from some point sets in motion an opposite
action which pushes the system back toward that

p o i n t .

"23

Positive

feedback is the condition in which "one or more variables reach a
limit.

A fire, for example, is subject to positive feedback in that

the hotter it gets the faster it burns, and the faster it burns the
hotter it gets."2^
The significance of this for designing a methodology can be
illustrated in relationship to the Rules Perspective.
consider a demand-time conflict within a marriage.

For example,

As a couple
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discusses a particular conflict, both positive and negative feedback
can occur.

One person may decide to behave according to his/her rules

to escalate the conflict.

S/he will act according to rules which s/he

believes will tend to increase the intensity of the conflict, thus a
form of positive feedback.

On the other hand, the person may choose

to act according to his/her rules to avoid conflict.

When conflict is

anticipated, the person can choose to follow rules to counteract the
conflict.

S/he may become passive or change the topic of conver

sation, thus a form
The

of negative feedback.

ability of a couple to choose between a type of positive

or negative feedback depends on their ability to make forecasts.

The

couple must be able to anticipate the conflict and also anticipate the
possible results due to following certain rules.

The ability to anti

cipate events is explained by George Kelly in The Psychology of
Personal Constructs.

Kelly's focus is on the individual.

terizes man as contemplating the events in his life
predict and

control the course of these events.

He charac

and seeking to
Kelly's emphasis is

on man's active capacity to construe his environment within the
interpretive system.

Man uses his personal constructs to guide him in

his predictive efforts.

"Constructs are used to forecast events

and to assess the accuracy of the forecast after the events
have occurred."25
According to Kelly, the fundamental postulate of Constructive
Alternativism is:

"A person's processes are psychologically chan

nelized by the ways in which he anticipates

e v e n t s .

"26

In the example

of marital conflict referred to above, each participant consciously
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interprets and anticipates events in the interaction.

Their

constructs are the framework through which they interpret and evaluate
the situation and choose which rules to follow, based on their goal in
the situation and anticipated outcome.
Equifinality
Equifinality is defined by Ludwig Von Bertalanffy as
"the ability to achieve a characteristic final state by different ini
tial states and in different ways, and the ability to achieve different
final states from the same initial s t a t e . S h i m a n o f f

illustrated

equifinality in her discussion of the Rules Perspective.
The use of one rule can result in a number of different beha
viors depending on the rule's range of convenience.

A rule is only

appropriate for events, objects, or behaviors within its range.

If a

rule has a wide range of convenience, or applies in many cases, then
the use of the same rule is likely to result in different behaviors.
For example, the rule that an initial encounter should begin with a
greeting has a wide range of convenience.

Following the same rule

can result in both, "Hi, how are you?" and "Hey what's new?"

It is

also possible for the same kind of behavior to result from following
different rules.

For example,

following the rule that one should show

concern for someone who has been ill can result in "Hi, how are you?"

Survey of Pertinent Research Literature

In a survey of the pertinent research literature, I was unable
to find a communication oriented methodology for managing demand-time
conflicts in physician marriages that met the design specifications.
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In order to determine if this particular kind of methodology existed,
I examined literature in communication, psychology, social psychology,
sociology, and medicine.
selectors:

I looked for titles with the following

marital adjustment, marital conflicts, marital communication,

physicians, and spouses.

I also looked for synonyms such as:

marital relations, marital problems, marital quarrels,
marital maladjustment, family relations, family problems, doctors,
medical professionals, wives, husbands, and life styles.
The oldest reference that I discovered dealing specifically
with physicians and their spouses was in 1965.

One of the studies con

ducted that year was by James L. Evans who studied physicians' wives
who had come to psychiatric attention.

Evans concluded that the phy

sician husbands of his patients were preoccupied with their work and
rejected their wives' needs unless they were expressed somatically.^®
Since 1965, other studies have indicated that demand-time
conflicts are prevalent in physician marriages.29

Most of the studies

conclude that physician spouses feel overburdened by their almost
single-handed responsibility for child rearing and experience
intense loneliness.
I went as far back as 1951 in searching for pertinent litera
ture on communication in marriage.
before this.

I found little that was useful

In 1951, H. J. Locke studied marital adjustment by com

paring divorced and happily married couples.

Locke described the

establishment of effective patterns of communication as a major
requirement for a satisfactory marriage.

Locke's general conclusion

was that intimate, warmhearted, and sustained communication between
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husband and wife tended to bring them closer, whereas a decline in
communication tended to "break up" existing attachments•30

I reviewed

many studies from 1951 to the present that described similar results.31
Of all the literature reviewed on physicians and their spouses
and on marital communication in relation to marital adjustment,

there

was nothing which qualified as a methodology according to the stated
design specifications.

I did find, however, that some marital and

family therapists had designed methodologies to be used in counseling.
For example, Virginia Satir, outstanding family therapist and
author, has contributed a great deal to the understanding of com
munication processes in functional and dysfunctional

f a m i l i e s . 3 2

Richard Bandler and John Grinder have also developed a useful methodology for inducing change in a therapeutic setting.

In their book

The Structure of Magic, Bandler and Grinder made explicit the syntax
of how people avoid change and, also, how a therapist can assist them
m

changing.

qq

There are, indeed, many practitioners with various approaches
to handling marital conflicts during therapy.
might be learned from these methodologies,

While a great deal

the present study was con

cerned with what the physician and spouse could do for themselves to
manage demand-time conflicts.

My goal was not to design a methodology

for use in therapy but, rather, a communication oriented methodology
for direct use by physicians and their spouses.
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Need for the Study

A review of the pertinent research literature revealed that
demand-time conflicts were prevalent in physician marriages.

It was

also evident that communication was an essential element in marital
adjustment and in managing conflict.

There were not, however, any

communication methodologies designed for direct application by physi
cian couples for mediating these demand-time conflicts.

It was my

goal in this study to meet this need for a communication methodology.

Research Design

The research design for this study necessitated design speci
fications and a model for generating a methodology, or a meta
methodology.
chapter.

The design specifications were explained earlier in this

Through his work in the field of education, Leonard C. Silvern

developed a model for producing a m o d e l . ^

A modification of his

model provided the framework for the design in this study.
fication is illustrated in Figure II on page 23.

This modi

A comparative

listing of terms between Silvern1s original model and the modification
is found in Table I on page 24.
The process for designing the methodology was an anasynthesis
process.

According to Silvern, "Anasynthesis is a process consisting

of four major parts:

analysis, synthesis, modeling, and simulation.

These often follow in sequential order:

analysis is performed on

existing information, synthesis is performed to create a new whole,
models are constructed.

. .and simulation is performed." 35

While creating the communication methodology in this study
inductively, I was being governed by the anasynthesis process
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A COMPARATIVE CODING LIST

SILVERN
1.0 IDENTIFY REALLIFE ENVIRONMENT

APKE
IDENTIFY
ENVIRONMENT

1.1 ANALYZE
ENVIRONMENT
1.1(A) NOT INCLUDED IN
ORIGINAL MODEL
1.2 IDENTIFY PERFORMANCE
CRITERIA

SURVEY RESEARCHED
PHYSICIAN/SPOUSE
CONFLICTS
ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS
OF CONFLICT
DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS
OF A METHODOLOGY

1.3 SELECT TYPICAL
PROBLEM

CONSTRUCT PROTOTYPICAL
SCENARIOS

2.0
2.1
2.2
2.3
3.0

SYNTHESIZE MODEL
ANALYZE PROBLEM
SYNTHESIZE SOLUTION
CREATE MODEL
SIMULATE TO
TEST MODEL
3.1 RUN ON MODEL

SYNTHESIZE MODEL
INTERPRET SCENARIOS
SYNTHESIZE
CREATE METHODOLOGY
SIMULATE TO
TEST MODEL
RUN ON METHODOLOGY

3.2 EVALUATE MODEL
3.3 DEBUG MODEL
4.0 SIMULATE TQ
SOLVE PROBLEMS

EVALUATE METHODOLOGY
DEBUG METHODOLOGY
NOT INCLUDED

4.1 RUN ON MODEL
4.2 EVALUATE
SOLUTIONS

NOT INCLUDED
NOT INCLUDED

TABLE I

NOTES
I IDENTIFIED
POTENTIAL DEMANDCONFLICTS BASED
ON CURRENT
RESEARCH ON
PHYSICIAN
COUPLES

THE COMPLETED
METHODOLOGY WAS
PASSED IN REVIEW
OF THE DESIGN
SPECIFICATIONS
SCENARIOS WERE
NECESSARY IN
ORDER TO MAKE
CONFLICT PAT
TERNS OBSERVABLE

THE METHODOLOGY
WAS APPLIED TO
THE SCENARIOS

BEYOND THE
SCOPE OF
THIS STUDY
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Analysis

One of the first steps in designing the communication methodo
logy was to construct prototypical scenarios of demand-time conflicts
in physician marriages.
surveyed.

In order to do this, the spouse systems were

This included studying research on physicians and their

spouses in order to understand typical problems in such marriages.
Then, it was necessary to specify the essential elements of inter
personal conflict.

All of the scenarios constructed had to include

these essential elements or they were not classified as conflict.
According to Joyce Hocker Frost and William W. Wilmot,
conflict from a communication perspective is "an expressed struggle
between at least two interdependent parties, who perceive incompatible
goals, scarce rewards, and interference from the
achieving their goals.

other party in

They are in a position of opposition

incon

junction with cooperation."^
An Expressed Struggle
Since the focus of this study was on the marital couple, I was
interested in expressed conflicts between two interdependent people.
There had to be at least some subtle expression of struggle present in
the scenario in order to be classified as interpersonal conflict.
"Conflict exists when the parties involved agree

in some way that the

behaviors associated with their relationship are labelled as
'conflict' behavior."^7
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Perceived Incompatible Goals
Conflict is a struggle over goals perceived to be incompatible.
"Goal" is synonymous with "something desirable something to be
achieved; a target to strive for or to aim at."^®
identified three categories of goals:

Frost and Wilmot

prospective goals,

transactive goals, and retrospective goals.
Prospective goals are seen often as a statement made ahead of
time, before the communication transaction occurs.
both long and short range goals.

People may set

Transactive goals are goals which

change during and as a result of the communication transaction.
Retrospective goals only make sense after conflict behavior has taken
place.

"Since we do not know the size and implications of a conflict

until we look back on it, goals serve an explanatory, not a
predicting, function."^9
"Incompatible" denotes that one or both parties perceive oppo
sition from the other party in achieving their goals.
Perceived Scarce Rewards
A reward is "any positively perceived physical, economic or
social consequence."^
intangible.

The perceived scarce reward may be tangible or

An example of a tangible reward is money.

Intangible

rewards such as love, attention, esteem, and respect are more likely to
be seen as scarce rewards in the scenarios constructed in this study.
Interdependence
Because of the interdependent nature of marital couples,
is never total opposition during conflict.

there

There is some degree of

cooperation, because both parties act according to at least some rules
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understood by each other.

Both opposition and cooperation had to be

present in the scenarios.

If there wasn't opposition, there would not

have been conflict.

On the other hand, if there wasn't cooperation,

there would have been no hope for mediation.
Thus, I constructed the scenarios in accordance with the defi
nition by Frost and Wilmot.

Any couflicL episode had to fit the

stated elements of interpersonal conflict, or it was outside of my
consideration.

Once the prototypical scenarios of demand-time

conflicts were constructed, each one was interpreted.

The process of

constructing and interpreting the scenarios can be better understood
in terms of Bois' version of Alfred Korzybski's structural differential
diagrammed on page 28.
WIGO, or what is going on, represents all possible demand-time
conflicts in physician marriages.

This includes every conceivable

instance of demand-time conflicts in every physician marriage.

The

first-order experience is what a particular physician couple abstracts
from WIGO, or an actual experience of demand-time conflict.

It does

not represent all possible conflicts, but rather the particular one
brought into existence by a couple's activity.

When one has moved

from WIGO to the first-order experience, it is important to understand
that many conflicts which potentially could have been enacted have
been filtered out.
The descriptive level was represented in this thesis by the
prototypical scenarios.

These scenarios were based on second-order

reports of first-order experiences.
reported first-order experiences.

The scenarios, then, describe
At this point,

it is clear that the

28

Generalizat ions,
Conclusions

Interpretation

Description

First-Order Experience

WIGO
(what is going on)

rs

Figure III
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prototypical scenarios composed for use in this thesis were
necessarily limited.
It would be impossible to describe all of the possible
conflicts represented by WIGO.

It was necessary to choose a limited

number of potential demand-time conflicts for use in this study.
I described some of the most common demand-time complaints found in
the research literature in four scenarios.
The next level of the structural differential is interpretation.
After the scenarios were constructed, I interpreted the conflicts
described.

I looked for patterns in each scenario.

When I found

invariant relationships among patterns, generalizations and conclu
sions about each scenario were drawn.

Synthesis and Modeling

Synthesis was the step in which relationships between pre
viously unrelated parts were established,

thus creating a new whole.

Rather than look at each scenario separately, I compared the structure
of each in order to create a model, or methodology,
demand-time conflicts.

for mediating

I introduced a step-by-step explanation for

choosing and applying communication rules.

Simulation

To illustrate the utility of the methodology, I took the ori
ginal prototypical scenarios and applied the methodology to these par
ticular demand-time conflicts in physician marriages.

Finally,

the
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methodology was reviewed against the original design specifications
required in order to be accepted as a methodology.

Limitations

(1) The

methodology

was

restricted to demand-time conflicts.

(2) The

methodology

was

designed for physician couples.

(3) The

methodology

was

not designed to make generalizations beyond

theprototypical scenarios constructed in this study.

However,

there is no reason to suppose that the applicability of the
methodology is restricted to physician couples or to the
demand-time conflicts presented in the scenarios.

It seems

plausible to suppose that the methodology illustrated by the
prototypical scenarios would be useful by spouses with demand
time conflicts comparable to those of physician couples.
(4) Any environmental changes in the medical system which would alter
the physician*s working hours might influence demand-time
conflicts in physician marriages in ways not amenable to
communication strategies.
(5) Unless sex-role norms change significantly, and as long as the
percentage of women entering medical school continues to increase,
I would expect the present methodology would need to be adapted.

CHAPTER II
PROTOTYPICAL SCENARIOS

The first step in creating a methodology for managing demand
time conflicts in physician marriages was to construct prototypical
scenarios.

This was necessary in order to make the patterns of

conflicts in physician-spouse relationships observable.
The scenarios were evolved primarily from the current
available research literature on physician marriages.

They were based

on reports from physicians and their spouses about common demand-time
conflicts in their marriages.

Parts of the scenarios were derived

from actual quotations from men and women of physician marriages.
The scenarios were also based on my personal experiences as a
wife of a physician and on conversations with other physician spouses.
The quotations, and other information,

found in the research

literature were not in a form that would lend themselves to analysis.
Therefore, I needed to construct prototypical conflicts to represent
selected kinds of conflict found in the literature.
In order to make the scenarios as realistic as available
information would allow, I first went back to the survey data which
included numerous reports from physician spouses about various kinds
of conflicts, and because of my interest in this thesis, I selected
demand-time conflicts.
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Second, within the reports of demand-time conflicts, I found
and selected quotations which served to characterize the distinctive
nature of each conflict.

Third, by comparing these quotations, I

found that they could be grouped by similarities.
Fourth, from each group, I selected those quotations that
seemed to be the most descriptive of the category, and then I used
these quotations in composing four scenarios.
Once the prototypical scenarios were constructed, they were
evaluated in order to determine if they included all of the essential
elements of conflict as stated in Chapter I, pages 25-27.
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Scenario #1

Joe is a surgeon in Portland, Oregon.
They have a seven-year-old daughter Jennie.

His wife is Mary.
It's dinner time

(6:00 p.m.), and Joe is home reading medical journals.

Mary:

Joe, would you take the dog out for a walk while I finish
making dinner?

Joe:

"I've been in the operating room all day, and you want me to
walk the d o g ? " ^

Mary:

She's busy with her homework.
her math.

Joe:

By the way, she needs help with

I told her you'd work with her after dinner.

"I'd like to help Jennie with her homework, but
tonight.

Mary:

Jennie can do it.

I can't

I'm behind with my journal s."42

You don't spend enough time with Jennie.

She told me yesterday

that she wants to be a patient when she grows up, so she'll be
able to see more of d a d d y . ^
Joe:

I spend a lot of time at home.

Mary:

You neglect us.

Joe:

I don't see what you're complaining about.

We never spend time together.

free time at home.

I spend all of my
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Scenario #2

Mark is a Chicago cardiologist married to Kate.

According to

Kate* "We were sitting in an elegant French restaurant celebrating our
20th wedding anniversary, when the maitre d 1 suddenly approached our
table.

He whispered something to my husband who immediately left the

table and hurried into the ladies room.
I told him,

The waiter looked puzzled, so

'That’s okay, my husband's not a man, he's a doctor.'

And

then I realized that it was true; his identity as a physician had sur
passed
I

any other in my mind.

When my husband returned to the table,

felt a sharp pang of bitterness.

Kate:

It would be nice to spend a quiet evening alone without any
interruptions!

Mark:

Kate, this was an emergency.

Kate:

As usual.

Mark:

A woman needed help.

Kate:

Well, I didn't expect to be eating alone on our anniversary.

I didn't have much choice.

(Management sends over a complimentary bottle of champagne in
gratitude to Mark.^->)
Mark:
Kate:

Let's forget it and enjoy the champagne.
This isn't the first time something like this has

ruined our

time together.Once you treated a passenger on a

plane five

minutes into the first vacation we had taken in three years.
And last year you had to leave the ballet to take care

of a

member of the audience who had fainted, and even during our
daughter's school play last week you were backstage, attending
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to a teacher who had slipped on a prop.
bottle of champagne on the house.

Tonight we got a

On the plane, the pilot

announced your lifesaving measures over the intercom, and all
the passengers clapped with approval.

You received season

tickets from the ballet in gratitude from the management, and
the school principal told the auditorium, "We should be grate
ful to Kathy's daddy.
Mark:

What's the matter with all of that?

Kate:

How can I possibly expect you to think

of yourself as a husband

and father when your obligations as a doctor are so much more
immediate?^
Mark:

You should be proud of my unique skill

Kate:

I am proud of you but • • .

Mark:

But what?

Kate:

I guess you think I'm selfish.^®

Mark:

Selfish?

Kate:

Oh never mind.

to help others.

You act as if I'm so unimportant compared with

saving a life in the bathroom.
I'm nothing.
Mark:

That's not true.

Kate:

Then why do you act that way?

Compared to your career,
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Scenario #3

Pat is a twenty-six-year-old wife of a second-year internal
medicine resident named Sam.

They live in Providence, Rhode Island.

"According to Pat, the more assurance her husband gains in his ability
to perform as a doctor, the more distant he becomes in his rela
tionship with h e r . " ^

It is 8:30 p.m., and Sam has just gotten home

from the hospital.

Pat:

Sam, I need to discuss something with you.

Sam:

What is it?

Pat:

I talked with our insurance agent
different car insurance policies.

today, and he explained two
I want to know which one you

think we should get.
Sam:

I don*t care which one.

Pat:

I'd really like your opinion, would you look these over?

Sam:

Don't be so pushy!

Either one is okay

understand that I'm tired?

with me.

Can't you

I trust you to handle it, so

you decide.**®
Pat:

I would like your help.

Sam:

I'm so tired.

Pat:

What happened?

Sam:

I just want to relax.

Pat:

Why do you avoid confiding in me?

I had a rough day at the hospital.

You never tell me what goes

on at the hospital.^*
Sam:

I'm going to bed.

I'm exhausted.

Pat:

Exhausted! You work too much!

Sam:

It's better than having to put up with

your drilling questions.
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Scenario #4

John is a second-year family practice resident in Denver,
Colorado.

He moonlights for $25 per hour two nights a week in the

emergency r o o m . ^
It's 10:00 p.m.

John:

Kris

is his wife.

Kris expresses her desire

Kris, I'm very tired.
like to be pushed.

Kris:

Kris and John have gone to bed.
for intimacy.

You are really pressuring me.

I don't

You don't fully understand how tired I am|53

You're either working at the hospital or at home sleeping.

You

said you'd be spending less time at the hospital this year,

but

instead, you're there more than ever.

I am bored!^4

John:

I don't have any

choice.

I thought you understood that.

Kris:

I do understand,

but lately you've been at the hospital even

when you're not on call.
John:

Moonlighting has enabled us to buy the car we needed, and
besides,

it's great experience for me.

I'm learning a lot.

Isn't that important to you?
Kris:

Yes.

John:

Okay.

Do you want me to drop out of the medical profession, or

do you want to stop complaining?
Kris:

I guess I don't have much choice.

John:

Then it's settled!
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These four scenarios represent common demand-time complaints
in physician marriages.

By composing the scenarios, patterns of

conflict were made observable.

Chapter III contains some possible

interpretations of these conflict patterns.

CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS OF PROTOTYPICAL SCENARIOS

After the scenarios were constructed,

they were analyzed by

means of the structural differential presented and explained in
Chapter I.

The actual scenarios represent the descriptive level of

the structural differential.
In order to interpret the scenarios,

it was necessary to

structure the descriptive data in the scenarios.

I looked for rela

tionships in each scenario which formed patterns and then labeled
those patterns.

In light of the interpretations for each scenario,

generalizations and conclusions were drawn.
It would be impossible to list all possible ways of
interpreting these and other scenarios.

However,

these interpreta

tions provide one possible framework from which the users might
interpret their unique situations of demand-time conflicts.

Scenario #1

In Scenario #1, Mary and Joe were discussing household
responsibilities,
with her homework.

i.e., walking the dog and helping their daughter
This led to a conversation about the amount of

"time" Joe spends at home and with the fa m i l y . ^
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The conflict over time illustrated in this scenario can be
interpreted as confusing of orders of abstraction*

Joe and Mary were

using the word "time" at two different levels of abstraction.
"Time" is a multiordinal term.

J. Samuel Bois, in The Art of

Awareness, says, "A word is multiordinal when, without any change in
its dictionary meaning,

it is used in the same sentence— or the same

context— to refer to different orders of

a b s t r a c t i o n . " ^

The structure of Joe and Mary's conflict can be described by
means of this diagram.

time in
one
day

time spent
at home

time spent
interacting with
family

Figure IV
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The horizontal line represents the first-order experience, the
level of contact with what is going on.

The first small arch repre

sents Mary's descriptive use of the word "time" as "time spent
interacting with herself and Jennie."
The next arch represents "time spent at home."

This is

clearly a more general use of the word "time," as it encompasses "time
spent interacting with family."

The last arch represents the most

general level in this diagram, "the amount of time in one day."
Obviously, Joe's reference to "time" is more general than
Mary's use of the same term.
home."

Joe stated, "I spend a lot of time at

Mary abstracted from this general notion of "time," a more

specific use of the word, to refer to "time spent with the family."
There was no evidence in this scenario that the couple were
aware of the differences in their uses of the word "time."

Scenario #2

In Scenario #2, Mark and Kate's anniversary dinner was
interrupted by an emergency in the ladies room which required the
attention of a physician.

In Kate's view, Mark's role as a physician

superceded his roles as husband and

father.
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One conflict demonstrated in Scenario #2 is similar to the
conflict in the first scenario.

In Scenario #1, the couple seemed

unaware of their use of the word "time" at different orders of
abstraction.
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Part of the conflict in the second scenario also could be as a
result of overlooking multiordinality.

From a general semantics

perspective, all people are seen as "multiordinal, indexed, social
creatures who are necessarily, many things to many people.

Such a

point of view treats a person not as an entity but rather as a collec
tion of (oftentimes regularized)

b e h a v i o r s .

"58

Instead of viewing a person as one who has a "Real Self,"
it is more accurate to view him/her as having a number of selves.
Therefore, "Self" is a multiordinal term.
In Scenario #2, Kate and Mark seem to limit Mark to one
"Real Self."

Kate's comment to the waiter, "That's okay, my husband's

not a man, he's a doctor," might have indicated that she views
"Mark the physician" as Mark's "Real Self" to the exclusion of Mark
"the husband or father."
The possible attempt to focus in on one "Real Self" can limit
the communicative potential in a marriage.

Rather a couple should

learn to accept a multi-faceted view of human beings.

Such a realiza

tion of human complexity might have allowed Kate to suffer through her
husband's emergency at the restaurant; she could have put her spouse's
behavior in context and regarded his actions as only part of his
overall person.

Then when Mark returned to the table, she might have

more appropriately interacted with him as "Mark the husband" instead
of allowing her view of "Mark as a physician" to supercede all others.
Likewise, Mark cannot look at Kate's "Real Self" as that of
the "doctor's wife" who supposedly understands all emergencies.

He
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should realize that she has many selves which include needs which fall
outside the range of the "doctor's wife."
Another source of conflict in Scenario #2 could be projection.
It appears that

Kate

had treated an internal observation as though it

were external.

Kate indicated thatshe often finds herself

in

situations where Mark is the recipient of a lot of praise and attention.
If Kate was intimidated by the greater prestige of her husband and
felt unimportant by comparison, then it would make sense to say that
Kate might have

been taking her own

feelings of relative unimportance

and imposing them on Mark when she said, "You act as if I am so unim
portant compared to saving a life in the bathroom.
career, I'm nothing."

Compared to your

If Kate perceived herself as unimportant,

then

no matter what Mark would say, Kate would perceive it as reinforcing
her own feelings as shown in the following diagram.

Kate

Mark

Figure V
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Kate's feelings of unimportance are represented by the smaller
box.

The straight lines from Mark represent the possible choices he

has in responding to Kate's comment, "You act as if I am so unimpor
tant compared to saving a life in the bathroom.
career, I'm nothing!"

Compared to your

Regardless of how Mark would have chosen to

respond, Kate would have perceived her own feelings of unimportance.
Thus, Mark functioned as a mirror for Kate's internal observations.
Perhaps Kate perceived herself as relatively unimportant, pro
jected her feelings on Mark and, thus, confirmed her perception.

Scenario #3

Scenario #3 featured Pat and Sam.
advice on car insurance policies.

Pat attempted to get Sam's

Sam's indifference to Pat resulted

in a discussion about "over-work" at the hospital.
available research literature,

Judging from the

the situation portrayed by Pat and Sam

is typical of many physician marriages.59
There are at least three different ways of interpreting the
third scenario.

Two have to do with punctuation and the other with an

impoverished model.

In this scenario,

the couple's difference in

punctuation can be viewed more generally as blaming each other for
their circumstances.

According to Watzlawick et al. in Pragmatics of

Human Communication, "Participants in an interaction always introduce
what, following Whorf, Bateson and Jackson have termed the
'punctuation of the sequence of events."'^®
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Watzlawick et al. maintain that disagreement about how to
punctuate the sequence of events is at the root of many relationship
struggles.

Watzlawick represented this type of interaction, with an

arbitrary beginning point, as follows:
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Sam only perceived triads 2-3-4, 4-5-6, 6-7-8, etc., where his
behaviors, represented by the solid arrows, are viewed as a response
to P a t ’s behavior, represented by the broken arrows.
exactly the other way around.

For Pat, it was

She perceived the triads 1-2-3, 3-4-5,

5-6-7, etc., and believed that she was merely reacting to, not deter
mining, her husband's behavior.
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Thus, their conflict consisted of an exchange of the messages
"I withdraw because you are pushy" and "I am pushy because you withdraw."
Pat's "pushy" questioning may have been her effort to evoke Sam's par
ticipation in what Pat considered to be an important decision about
insurance.

Sam responded to Pat by withdrawing from the respon

sibility of deciding which policy to purchase.
Sam could view his withdrawal as a defense against Pat's
"pushy" questions.

Pat, on the other hand, may believe that she was

"pushy," because Sam was so passive about decision making at home.
Another difference in punctuation is also apparent.

According

to several authors of articles on physician marriages, overwork is
viewed as a symptom, not a cause, of poor marriages.
This view of overwork as a symptom, not a cause, of marital
stress illustrates another potential punctuation problem in this
scenario.

Sam may believe, "I overwork because you nag," while Pat

may think, "I nag because you overwork."
The third way of interpreting Scenario #3 is to observe that
both Pat and Sam may have "impoverished models of the world."
According to Bandler and Grinder in The Structure of Magic, everyone
develops a mental model of the world.
directly on the world.

They stated, "We do not operate

Instead, we create a representation of the

world, a map, or model, which we use to generate our behavior.

Our

representation of the world determines to a large degree what our
experience of the world will be, how we'll perceive it, and what
choices we'll see as available to

u s .

"62
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Often people block themselves from seeing various options and
possibilities open to them, since they are not available in their
models of the world.

When people do not see options which may be very

useful to their experiences of the world,

their model can be

considered impoverished.
Wilkins and Marvin provide a description of impoverishment in
their article, "The Physician as a Person."

The authors described the

characteristics of a physician as a cold, clinical,
attitude.

strict, objective

"While this is, at times, appropriate in our practice;

may be disastrous in our personal relationships.

...

it

We must

remember to leave the clinical, objective attitude to the role of the
physician and not allow it to intrude upon the role of husband,
father, or friend."63

Failure to prevent this intrusion, "can lead to

our hiding away in a comfortable catacomb of medical intellectual ism,
and can rob us of part of our fulfillment in life as a person with the
same needs as any other human being.
I interpreted Sam's seeming inability to explain his views to
his spouse as a result of a restricted model of the world.

Sam,

perhaps in keeping with his model of himself as a physician, remained
noncommunicative while interacting with his wife.
be quite appropriate for his work,

While his model may

it is harmful to his marriage,

because he is blocking out options which may be useful in enhancing
his relationship with Pat.
Pat may also have an impoverished model of the world.

A cer

tain characteristic of many physician spouses repeatedly encountered
in the research literature was a dependent wife constantly looking to
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her husband as "someone who would be strong, who would care for her,
and protect

her.

"65

Often as the physician/husband gets more and more involved in
his work

and less and less involved with his wife, the wife is

try more

and more

"apt to

frantically for his attention and protection by

becoming more demanding."66
From
Pat does

the literature and this scenario, it is plausible that

not view her role as "Sam's wife" or "the doctor's wife" as

more than just total dependency on her husband.

If so, then she could

expand her model by considering options for becoming more independent
from her husband.
When both parties have impoverished models, they fail to exer
cise the variety of options available to them.

Scenario #4

In Scenario #4, John avoided Kris's attempts to initiate sex.
John expressed his exhaustion and also indicated that his profession
necessitated an enormous amount of time spent at the hospital.
In this scenario, John's exhaustion is apparently due to his
strenuous work schedule.

My interpretation of this scenario is that

the couple have restricted the number of choices available to them.
This is similar, but not identical, to the impoverished model.
In this case, it seems that only one party, John, is setting
the limits on what options are available.
consciously,

John, consciously or sub

sets up a no win situation by limiting the potential
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choices to two dichotomous alternatives:

either accept his work as it

is, or else he should leave his profession.

Other options, such as

cutting down on moonlighting hours, are not considered.
The scenario is also an example of unilateral control.
was "controlling" the situation.
choices would be available.

John

He set the parameters on what

Kris's responses to John may have indi

cated her acceptance of John's control of her behavior.
Fundamentally, John can control Kris only in so far as Kris
permits unilateral control by John.

There was unilateral control in

Scenario #4 partly because of Kris's acceptance of John's control of
her behavior.
In this chapter, I presented a variety of ways to interpret the
four prototypical scenarios.

There are many other ways in which these

and other scenarios may be interpreted.

However, these examples

provide the reader with some possibilities for interpreting demand
time conflicts.
Chapters IV and V include a step-by-step explanation of the
process for choosing and applying rules to manage demand-time conflicts.

CHAPTER IV
THE METHODOLOGY

After four prototypical scenarios were presented and
interpreted^ it was necessary to proceed with a step-by-step explana
tion of the methodology for managing demand-time conflicts in physi
cian marriages.

The title of this chapter refers specifically to a

rules methodology, or the procedure for managing conflicts through
choosing and applying rules via the information contained in the next
two chapters.

The scenarios presented and discussed in Chapters II

and III are not specifically utilized again until Chapter V.
Chapter IV is organized by means of the diagram of the metho
dology shown on the following page.

In this chapter, I explain the

step-by-step procedure for choosing rules using the terms shown on the
diagram with their corresponding code numbers.

The portion of the

methodology for choosing rules to manage conflicts are numbers
1.0 through 2.3
Chapter V is organized around the section of the methodology
for applying rules to conflict situations.

I reintroduce the scenarios

presented in Chapter II in order to test the methodology on them.
The diagram of the methodology was constructed with a
structure similar to the diagram of the design of this study shown in
Chapter I.

The similarity of structure illustrates the relationship
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between the design, or meta-methodology, and the completed methodology.
A comparative listing of labels between the design diagram and the
methodology for managing demand-time conflicts in physician marriages
is presented below.

Design Diagram

Methodology

1.0 Identify Environment
1.1 Survey Spouse System

Survey Spouse System
Survey Particular
Spouse System
Recognize Exposure to
Potential Demand-Time
Conflicts
Examine Goals
Map Ongoing Scenario

1.1(A) Essential Elements
of Conflict
1.2 Design Specifications
1.3 Construct Prototypical
Scenarios
2.0 Synthesize Model
2.1 Interpret Scenario
2.2 Synthesize
2.3 Create Methodology
3.0
3.1
3.2
3.3

Design Approach(es)
Interpret Scenario
Diagnose Scenario
Choose Communication
Strategies and Rules
Simulate to Test Methodology
Apply Rules
Evaluate Results
Debug Strategy

Simulate to Test Model
Run on Methodology
Evaluate Methodology
Debug Methodology

Table II

Rules

Before explaining the portion of the diagram for choosing
rules for mediating conflicts in physician marriages,
on rules is necessary.

some discussion

Shimanoff provided the necessary guidelines

for creating and changing rules.
tural qualities for rules:

She proposed the following struc

(1) an indication of the circumstances in

which the rule is applicable;

(2) an indication of that which ought,
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or may, or must be, or not be, concluded or decided; and
(3) an indication of the type of inference contemplated, whether under
the rule it is preferred, required, or prohibited.
Shimanoff suggested that the structural qualities of rules
should be expressed in an "if-then*1 format.
the general form:

"Rules then, should take

If X, then Y is obligated (preferred or prohibited).

The prescriptive markers in a rule may be expressed in a number of ways.
Below is a list of the primary terms and their various alternatives."67

Primary Prescriptive Markers

Alternatives

Obligated

Must, Required

Preferred

Should, Should Not

Prohibited

Should Not, Cannot

In summary, Shimanoff said that a rule should begin with "if"
to introduce the "if" clause which specifies in what context the rule
is operable.

The "if" clause is followed by "then" which introduces

the clause that specifies the nature of the prescription, by way of a
prescriptive model (e.g., must, must not, should), and the behavior
that is prescribed.
By following Shimanoff's suggestions, rules for mediating
demand-time conflicts and rules for changing these rules could
be formulated.
Some possible rules for managing conflicts may be:
(1) If one wishes to avoid conflict, then one should postpone
discussion of the conflict until a later time.
(2) If one wishes to maintain conflict, then one should com
bine escalation and reduction tactics.
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(3) If one wishes to escalate conflict, then one should
threaten the other party.
(4) If one wishes to reduce conflict,
to all levels of the conflict.

then one should respond

These and other rules for managing conflicts will be discussed
later in this chapter.
In general, people will behave as if they share rules until the
behavior of one indicates otherwise.

It is possible,

for example,

for

two people to want to avoid a conflict, but for one person to be
following the rule which prescribes that s/he leave the room, while
the other attempts to control the process.
both of the rules should be changed.

In such a case, one or

One possible rule for changing

rules is:
If two people are following conflicting rules, and they wish
to continue interacting, then the rules must be negotiated.
It is also possible that, during the course of a conflict, one
or both parties may decide that they want to change their strategy of
handling the conflict.

One possible rule for changing their behavior

would be:
If a rule seems inappropriate, or is in conflict with other
rules, then it must be negotiated and changed.
With the preceding explanation concerning the form of rules,
it is now possible to begin the step-by-step explanation of the
methodology diagrammed on page 51.

Rules for managing demand-time

conflicts can be chosen by following the procedure explained in the
next few pages.
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1.0 Survey Spouse System

1.1 Survey Particular Spouse System

Surveying the particular spouse system refers to the necessity
for the couple to observe what is occurring in their interaction at a
particular point in time.

1.1A Recognize Exposure to Potential Demand-Time Conflicts

While surveying the spouse system,

it may become apparent that

there is potential for a demand-time conflict.
a prototypical case of Joan and Greg.
Denver, Colorado.

For example, consider

Greg is a surgery resident in

They have one two-year-old daughter.

Greg's

schedule demands that he be at the hospital daily at 6:00 a.m.
generally returns home between 7:00 and 9:00 p.m.

He

Exceptions to this

schedule occur every third night, when Greg is on call and must spend
the entire night at the hospital.
One evening Greg came home and told Joan that he was going to
start training to run a marathon.
run at least one hour every day.

This would have required that Greg
At this point, the couple could have

recognized that there was potential for a demand-time conflict.

1.2 Examine Goals

According to Frost and Wilmot, goals are "something desirable;
something to be achieved; a target to strive for or aim at."68

an

interaction, it is important for the participants to examine their
goals.

Choices of how to interact are based, in part, on the conflict
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participant's view of his/her own goals, the other's goals, and their
collective goals.
For example,
three goals:

in the above illustration, Greg may have at least

(1) to spend time with his family;

(2) to maintain his

work responsibilities; and (3) to get into shape in order to run in an
upcoming marathon race.

Two of Joan's goals could be:

(l) to spend

time with the family; and (2) to have a break from the responsibility
of child care, e.g., when Greg is home to watch their daughter, Joan
could have some time to herself.
In this example, Joan and Greg each have their individual
goals, and they also have the collective goal of spending time with
the family.

Both individual and collective goals should be examined

in order to assist conflict participants in choosing productive rules
to manage their conflict.

Goals are discussed further in Chapter V

with section 3.2 "Evaluating Results."

1.3 Map the Ongoing Scenario

When a couple are exposed to a demand-time conflict, they
should map the ongoing scenario.
order experience.

The ongoing scenario is the first-

According to J. Samuel Bois,

the first-order

experience is described as "what we are paying attention to, what we
are busy with, what we are concerned w i t h . " ^
In order to most usefully map the ongoing scenario, a couple
should train themselves to look for the differences in each com
munication encounter as well as the similarities.

This would involve

delaying reactions to the situation while investigating specific
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conditions of the interaction and any underlying assumptions that the
couple have about each other.

This delay of reactions allows the

physician and spouse to ask questions of themselves, and each other, in
order to operationally define the "who, what, when, where, and how" of
their conflict.

Then, both the physician and spouse can ask them

selves if they understand the conflict.

If so, each can proceed to

map similarities and differences in structure between this conflict
and previous ones.
Mapping the
behavior, listening

scenario, then, includes observing nonverbal
to the spouse's

verbal behavior, and engaging in

paraphrasing and perception checking where feasible.

Each party

should solicit feedback about the other's world that s/he does not
perceive, probing for more information.

A delay in reaction by the

couple while they map the structure of the conflict may guide the
couple to making constructive choices of behavior.
For example, suppose that when Greg indicated that he would
like to start training for a marathon, Joan had reacted by immediately
assuming that Greg didn't care about family time or was insensitive to
her needs.

In this

as much information

situation, Joan
as she could have.

may have reacted without gaining
She may have made certain

immediate assumptions about Greg's attitude.
Instead, she might have delayed her reaction until she had
gathered more information.

It is important for both parties to "see"

before they define or set limits on their interaction.

Joan and Greg

must be careful not to omit details, or to confuse inferences about
each other with descriptions of each other.
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In this example, perhaps Joan should spend some time
describing what she is observing rather than classifying Greg as
"disinterested" or "insensitive."

She could also continually probe

for more information with questions such as, "When do you think you
will work out?"

If both parties would delay their reactions and probe

for more information,

they may have a more accurate map to use in

choosing the most productive rules for managing their conflict.

2.0 Design Approach(es)

2.1 Interpret Scenario

Once a couple have observed what is

going on in their par

ticular spouse system and have mapped the ongoing
proceed to interpret the scenario.

scenario, they can

The procedure for interpreting the

scenario was illustrated in Chapter III.
In order to interpret the scenario,
turethe descriptive data in the scenario.

it is necessary to struc
Thus, a couple map their

ongoing scenario and then look for relationships which form patterns.
It is not possible to list all possible interpretations of
actual scenarios.

However,

the following is a partial listing of

potential interpretations of demand-time conflict.
mary of the interpretations made in Chapter III.

The list is a sum
In order for a

couple to implement this step of the rules methodology,

they may need

a manual explaining alternative choices of interpretations and
combination of choices.
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Interpretations of Conflict
(1) Confusing orders of abstraction
(2) Treating an internal observation as if it were external
(3) Differences in punctuation
(4) Impoverished models of the world
(5) Restricting choices

Let's assume that Joan and Greg's conflict can be interpreted
as "restricting choices."

This is just an assumption,

not observed actual patterns in their interaction.

since I have

However,

suppose

that after discussing their situation, Joan and Greg have limited their
choices to either taking away time from the family and from Joan's
"free" time or cancelling Greg's plans to train for the marathon.
As in Scenario #4, interpreted in Chapter III, the couple have
not considered all possible options.

For example, perhaps Greg could

get up an hour earlier to train, or work out over his lunch hour, etc.
Instead, they have limited themselves to two fairly unsatisfactory
choices.

2.2 Diagnose Scenario

After the structure of the conflict is interpreted by a
couple, the participants can then diagnose the scenario.

Diagnosis is

a generalization concerning individual conflict styles and rela
tionship styles.

Understanding various choices in conflict styles and

relationship styles is useful in order to better manage conflicts.
first looked at a variety of individual conflict styles.

I
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It is assumed that people have preferred or characteristic
approaches to conflict.

For example, some people like to get things

out in the open, while others prefer to keep things inside.

While

there are many ways to classify conflict styles, Frost and Wilmot pre
sented one particularly useful classification.

The classification of

styles is summarized by the following diagram.

high
(assertiveness)
aggress ivenes s

competition

collaboration

Ms
W
V>
compromise

c
c
V
o
c
Vi
low
assertiveness

avoiding

accommodation

low
cooperation

high
cooperation
concern for others

Figure VIII

A "competitive" style is seen as being both aggressive and
uncooperative.

"Competitive styles attempt to gain power by direct

confrontation, by trying to *win'

the argument without adjusting to
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the other’s goals and desires."70

When a conflict shows aggressive

ness tempered with a high concern for the other party, a
"collaborative" style is present.
"Compromise" is intermediate between assertiveness and
cooperativeness.

If one employs a style of compromise,

s/he looks for

an intermediate position which partly satisfies each party.
fers from collaboration because, when people collaborate,

This dif

they search

for solutions with maximum benefits for each person in light of their
personal goals.
When one employs an "avoidance" style of conflict, s/he is
generally nonassertive, passive, and not actively seeking cooperation.
The goals of one's self or the goals of the other person are not
pursued.

The "accommodation" style of doing conflict is essentially

the opposite of competing.

The person is nonassertive and cooperative.

"When adopting the accommodating style, the individual neglects his or
her own concerns in order to satisfy the concerns of the other person."7 ^
Another part of diagnosing a scenario is to identify the par
ticular style of relationship.

According to Frost and Wilmot,

are three basic types of relationships:
(2)

symmetrical, and (3) parallel.

there

(1) complementary,

Sometimes the ability to diagnose

a relationship style will render conflict participants the knowledge
which may allow them to better predict the course of their conflict.
In complementary relationships, participants choose styles of
conflicts which complement one another.
competitive and aggressive,

For example,

if one person is

the other would accommodate.
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When people openly strive for the same kind of control in the
.relationship,

they have a symmetrical relationship.

For example, both

parties may adopt a collaborative style of doing conflict and come
away feeling understanding of the other's behavior.
Parallel relationships are flexible in that the participants
vary between symmetrical and complementary styles.

The couple are able

to change styles depending on the demands of the situation.
All of the above individual conflict styles and relationship
styles can be put to either productive or nonproductive uses.
The purpose of diagnosing the conflict is so that a couple can
understand their present conflict and relationship styles.

This

understanding may lead to more effective choices for managing conflicts.
For example, suppose the conflict between Joan and Greg led to a
shouting match.

Along with the possible interpretation that they may

be restricting their choices,

it would also be helpful for them to

observe their individual conflict styles and their relationship style.
Perhaps by diagnosing their conflict, Joan and Greg may see
that they are both striving for control in the situation.
both be employing competitive styles of doing conflict.

They may
A symmetrical

relationship style such as this can easily lead to "one-upmanship."
For instance, Joan may say, "Well,

if you're going to take time to

train for a marathon, I ’m going to go out with some friends one night
a week, and you can sit home and babysit."
The competitive style of doing conflict and a symmetrical
relationship can be put to either productive or nonproductive use.

In
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the above case, where two people scream at each other, they do not
productively manage the conflict issues.
Awareness of a couple's conflict and relationship styles adds
some predictability to their interactions.

According to Frost and

Wilmot, if you know that your spouse and you "have some regularized
ways to handle conflict, whether it be symmetrical, complementary, or
parallel,

such knowledge lets you better predict the possible course

of your conflicts.

Relational styles, just like individual styles,

bring some predictability into conflicts.

Conflicts destroy rela

tionships only when no answers are available for productively
doing conflict."72
Also, by comparing one's own individual conflict styles and
relationship styles with other available styles, a couple may realize
alternative options for productively managing their conflicts.
example,

For

if Joan and Greg see that their regularized way of handling

conflict involves unhealthy competition in a symmetrical relationship,
they may wish to re-evaluate their choices of styles and consider
other available alternatives for doing conflict.

2.3 Choose Communication Strategies and Rules

The next step in the methodology is to choose communication
strategies and rules for managing demand-time conflicts.

In choosing

rules for managing conflicts, a couple should be fully conditional.
No one rule is appropriate for every situation.

The rule a couple

choose to follow depends on their individual personalities,

their

individual and collective goals, and their interpretation and diagnosis
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of the conflict*
variables,

Once the conflict participants have considered these

they are ready to select a rule for managing their conflict.

The rules referred to in this study are rooted in the com
munication strategies and tactics discussed by Frost and Wilmot.
These authors said the following about strategies and tactics:
Conflicting individuals have four primary choices about the
direction the conflict they are in will take. They may
Cl) avoid, (2) maintain at the present level, (3) reduce, or
(4) escalate it. A strategic choice in a conflict is a
planned method of proceeding where a person chooses to move
the conflict in one of these four basic directions. . . .
People choose strategies based on where they want to go
(goals), the direction they want to travel to get there
(strategic direction), and the available tactics (tactical
options).73
Instead of referring to strategies and tactics as Frost and
Wilmot did, I formulated rules.

Thus, a couple choose from strate

gies and their corresponding rules.

In other words,

the relationship

between Frost and Wilmot*s strategies and tactics can be illustrated
by formulating rules.
The rules available to conflict participants are illustrated
in the following diagram.

It is important to understand that each

choice of a strategy limits the successive choices to certain rules
prescribed for that strategy.

If conflict participants choose to

change their strategy, then they have alternative rules to choose from.
In the remainder of this chapter, each strategy is explained
along with its corresponding rules.

Examples of applying various

rules to conflict situations are illustrated in Chapter V.
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Decide on Communication Rules

Labeling
Issue Expansion
^Coalition Formation
Threats
'Breaking Relational Rules

Quid Pro Quo
Agreement on Relational Rules
Maintain
Combining Escalation and
Reduction Tactics

^Fractionation
Negative Inquiry
Metacommunication
Reduction
Response to All Levels of Conflict
^Establishment of Outside Criteria

Figure IX
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Avoidance

One of the most common strategies for coping with conflict or
potential conflict is avoidance.
When we ask people to com
ment on how they handle conflicts, the large majority say
something like, "I try not to let them happen," or "I hate for
people to yell at
each other so Ichange the subject." All of
these devices are communicative tactics that utilize the stra
tegy of avoidance.^
Avoidance, as
conflicts,

with all of the strategies for mediating

is neither appropriate

nor inappropriate in itself.

Depending on the particular situation, avoiding the conflict can be
productive or destructive.

The following are rules which may be

employed to avoid conflict when it is in the best interest of the
conflict participants to do so.

Postponement

If one wishes to
it until a later

avoid conflict, then one should
time.

postpone

In general, it is best to deal with conflict immediately, but
often circumstances make this inconvenient.

Therefore,

sometimes

setting a time for a later conflict is a productive avoidance rule.
Postponement is most productive if certain conditions
are present.
First of all, emotional content of the conflict needs to be
acknowledged while referring other issues to a later time. . . .
After the emotional content is acknowledged, all parties have
to agree on a time that is soon and realistic. . . . The other
party has to believe that the postponer really means to bring
up the issue later.
Postponement does not work well as a tac
tic if the other person involved thinks they
are being put
off, never to return to the i s s u e . ^
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Controlling the Process

If one wishes to avoid conflict, then one should control
the process.
Sometimes "prenegotiating" the actual procedure of interaction
can be useful.
proceed.

It is possible for a couple to

"Prenegotiating" can be a successful

conflict and gain advantage by controlling the

negotiate on how

to

way to avoid future
process.

. . . setting a joint agenda ahead of time when both or all
parties agree to do so can be a highly productive avoidance
tactic.
Many of the issues are negotiated while deciding what
to discuss - power is assessed, coalitions are speculated
upon, strength of involvement is estimated.

Resorting to Formal Rules

If one wishes to avoid conflict,
formal rules.

then one should resort to

When attempting to control the process, conflict participants
impose informal rules.

The use of this particular rule involves the

application of more formal rules.
Often formal rules such as Roberts' Rules of Order, majority
rule, seniority, rank or other formal rule structures are used
to make a decision, avoid immediate conflict, and hopefully,
reach resolution of the conflict.
Many times, as we all know,
these tactics are useful and reasonable avoidance/resolution
tactics.^

Changing the Physical Environment

If one wishes to avoid conflict,
physical environment.

then one should change the

Obviously, conflict participants can avoid conflict with one
another by avoiding contact with each other all together.
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When you are terribly outnumbered, physically threatened,
tricked into being present for a conflict in which you do not
wish to participate, or do not wish even to maintain physical
presence for some ethical reason, then walking out can be
effective.
This tactic is overused especially by people who
hope that their action will bring the other people racing
after them, begging them to come back. However, when you
genuinely desire not to be present and are willing to take the
consequences for the action— leave

Tactic Coordination

If one wishes to avoid conflict,
tacit coordination.

then one should employ

Sometimes during conflict there is a certain amount of unspo
ken understanding present.

"When there are common interests in coming

to the same conclusion and avoiding a win-lose conflict situation,
parties may work together even if they cannot or will not communicate
f r e e l y . A n

example of this type of avoidance occurs when people

time their requests of others to times when the other party is most
likely to give in to the request.

Precueing

If one wishes to avoid conflict,
his/her partner.

then one should precue

Precueing is accomplished by giving enough information about
yourself before a conflict to enable the other person to know in
advance what to expect from you.
Congruent behavior (verbal and nonverbal communication repre
senting the emotions a person feels at a given time) helps to
"precue" others about your probable response to a move by
another party.
One can precue nonverbally by not trying to
hide distress in an intimate conflict or by other nonverbal
behaviors that demonstrate the true state of feelings at the
time of the potential conflict.
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Linguistic Manipulation

If one wishes to avoid conflict,
linguistic manipulation.

then one should employ

When conflict is pointless or ill-defined,
may be better off to avoid it.

the participants

Often saying something in a different

way is sufficient for avoiding conflict.

"The tactic relies upon

redefining the conflict people are in or upon by attaching a label to
oneself or another person that is likely to promote avoidance of the
Q I

conflict for some reason."

Escalation

When conflict is escalated,
the conflict increases.

the intensity and involvement in

Rules for escalating conflict serve to high

light the interdependence of conflict participants.
At their core, all escalation methods involve an attempt to
place more pressure on the other to change, instead of
changing the structure of the relationship.
One of the fasci
nating aspects of escalatory tactics is that they involve
(1) asserting more force on the other to change by threatening
to act or acting independently of the other's wishes while
(2) relying on relational interdependence as a condition to
help bring the other "into line."°2

Labeling

If one wishes to escalate conflict, then one should label the
other person or the conflict or the relationship.
A conflict can be escalated by the participant's choices of
words.

This tactic is called labeling.

The conflict participants may

either name the other person or label the conflict or relationship.
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Issue Expansion

If one wishes to escalate conflict, then one should expand
the issue.
This rule refers to the situation where « person purposefully
exaggerates an issue.
Issue expansion can be particularly effective in bringing up
relational concerns by using the content issues as the first
step. The tactic allows the other to see how significant the
content is in relation to your self-esteem. . . . Issue expan
sion, by bringing up related topics, makes it clear to the
other party that more is at stake than just the content issue.83

Coalition Formation

If one wishes to escalate conflict,
a coalition.

then one should form

A coalition is formed whenever one party appeals to others to
join his/her side and help him/her achieve the desired goal.

For

example, in a family, a mother and children may form a coalition.
primary function of this is to increase the power of one party.
"Coalition formation is escalatory because it (1) highlights the
disparity of power between the conflict participants and
(2) demonstrates an attempt to shift the power balance.

Threats

If one wishes to escalate conflict,
the other party.

then one should threaten

All threats move the conflict to a position where one or more
of the parties are willing to inflict punishment or harm on
the other in order to achieve their goal.
Furthermore, they
focus the attention of the conflict upon what each party has
to lose rather than emphasizing cooperative elements and thus
escalate the conflict.85

The
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The following chart illustrating the distinctions between threats,
promises, warnings, and mendations was presented by Frost and Wilmot
in Interpersonal

C o n f l i c t .®**

Source Controls
The Outcome

Negative
Sanction

Threat

Positive
Sanction

Promise

Source Does Not
Control Outcome

Warning

Recommendation

Figure X

Breaking the Relational Rules

If one wishes to escalate conflict,
relational rules.

then one should break the

"All participants in relationship with one another develop
sets of shared rules for the conduct of their time together.
rules are broken, escalation usually

f o l l o w s . "®7

When the
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Maintenance

Maintenance rules function to continue a conflict at a
prescribed level of intensity for a longer time than would have hap
pened if the rule were not employed.

Maintaining a conflict is a

middle ground between escalation and reduction.

Quid Pro Quo

If one wishes to maintain conflict,
quid pro quo.

then one should employ

This is a maintenance rule which involves a give-and-take
relationship.

"In usual cases, one can strike a quid pro quo with the

other party by outlining what each has to gain and lose from the
conflict and then offering something for something."®®

Agreement on Relational Rules

If one wishes to maintain conflict,
their partner on relational rules.

then one should agree with

Following this rule enables conflict participants to express
what is bothering them without escalating or avoiding the conflict.
When using this rule to maintain a conflict,

the participants

establish their own rules for keeping the conflict at its present
level of intensity.
Two participants can say to one another, "OK, it is difficult
for me, but I'm going to stay here and talk with you until we
find out what the problems are between us." Establishment of
the ground rules helps maintain the intensity of the conflict
so the participants are motivated to manage it. Without the
effort to engage (maintain), needed information probably will
not be shared. *
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Combining Rules for Escalation and Reduction

If one wishes to maintain conflict, then one should combine
rules for escalation and reduction.
Maintaining a conflict at a desired level may also be
accomplished by combining escalation and reduction rules.
escalating conflict have already been explained.

Rules for

In the next section,

rules for reducing conflicts are explained.

Reduction

Many people might indicate that the only way to resolve
conflict is to reduce it.

While that is not the position held in this

thesis, reducing the conflict can be a useful strategy to mediate
conflict in certain situations.

Frac tionation

If one wishes to reduce conflict, then one should break down
one large conflict into several smaller ones.
Fractioning refers to the idea that a conflict can be managed
if broken down from one large conflict to several smaller ones.
Even though we often forget the idea, conflicts "do not have
objective edges established by external events."
Conflicts
are more like a seamless web, with indistinguishable begin
nings and endings.
Choices are almost always available as to
how the conflicts are sized for management.*0

Negative Inquiry

If one wishes to reduce conflict,
negative inquiry.

then one should employ

This rule is a form of fractionation.
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In negative inquiry, when a person is criticized, he or she
responds by asking for more information, not less, about what
it is that the other person finds objectionable.
Then the
person being criticized tries to solve that part of the
problem that is solvable.^

Metacommunication

If one wishes to reduce conflict,
metacommunicate•

then one should

Metacommunication is communication about communication that is
going on.
If you can talk about what is happening, often you can change
the system to one that fits the needs of the relationship more
fully.
For instance, when people talk about tactics that they
do not choose to use, they are using metacommunication to
reduce

the

c o n f l i c t . *2

Response to All Levels of Conflicts

If one wishes to reduce conflict,
all levels of the conflict.

then one should respond to

All conflict exists at at least two levels of abstraction,
content and relationship levels.

the

"Reduction of the conflict can be

accomplished by asking the person to represent both 'facts' and
feelings— that is, to give information about the content and the rela
tionship levels of the conflict."^**

Establishment of Outside Criteria

If one wishes to reduce conflict,
outside criteria.

then one should establish

This reduction rule is simply to agree ahead of time on how a
certain decision will be made.
for making the choices.

This consists of generating criteria
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Each of these rules for managing conflicts can be used
for either productive or nonproductive purposes in a given
conflict situation.
This chapter has been a step-by-step explanation of the por
tion of the methodology for choosing rules to manage demand-time
conflicts.

In Chapter V, the remaining explanation of the rules

methodology is presented.

Chapter V contains illustrations of

applying those situations described in the scenarios found in
Chapter II.

Chapter V
SIMULATE TO TEST METHODOLOGY

Chapter V includes explanations of 3.1 (apply rules),
3.2 (evaluate results), and 3.3 (debug strategy).

3.1 Apply Rules

Once conflict participants have chosen their rules,
apply them to their particular situation.

they must

In order to illustrate this

process, I applied rules for mediating conflicts to the four
prototypical scenarios presented in Chapter II.
There are a variety of productive ways to manage these conflicts.
The following examples represent only a limited number of choices.
Keep in mind that with each choice of a communication strategy, the
couples'

choices of rules are limited.

Chapter IV, page 63.

This notion was illustrated in

For each scenario, alternative choices might

also have been applied in order to productively manage the conflict.

Scenario #1

Joe is a surgeon in Portland, Oregon.
They have a seven-year-old daughter Jennie.

His wife is Mary.
It's dinner time

(6:00 p.m.), and Joe is home reading medical journals.
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Mary:

Joe, would you take the dog out for a walk while I finish
making dinner?

Joe:

"I've been in the operating room all day, and you want me to
walk the dog?" Jennie can do it.

Mary:

She's busy with her homework.
By the way, she needs help with
her math.
I told her you'd work with her after dinner.

Joe:

Mary:

"I'd like to help Jennie with her homework, but
tonight.
I'm behind with my journals."

I can't

You don't spend enough time with Jennie.
She told me yesterday
that she wants to be a patient when she grows up, so she'll be
able to see more of daddy.

Joe:

I spend a lot of time at home.

Mary:

You neglect us.

Joe:

I don't see what you're complaining about.
free time at home.

We never spend time together.
I spend all of my

Sometimes maintaining a conflict can promote effective manage
ment of it.

In this scenario, maintaining the conflict would be one

way of productively handling it.
maintain the conflict,

If Mary and Joe should decide to

they would have several rules to choose from.

One possibly beneficial way
the rule, "If one wishes

to manage this conflict may be to follow

tomaintain conflict, then one should employ

quid pro quo."
In this case, it
something.

For example,

can be beneficial to offer something

for

if Mary wants Joe to spend more time

interacting with herself and their daughter, and Joe wants time to
read journals rather than help Jennie with her homework, etc., perhaps
Mary and Joe can develop a bargain.
Joe could specify that he wants to show interest in his family
and also have time to keep up in his field.

He might indicate that he
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has more of a desire to interact with the family when he makes the
initiative and not when he is pushed.

Joe can explain that Mary can

accomplish her goal of having more family togetherness by giving Joe
room to accomplish his goal of keeping up with current journal articles.
An understanding such as this may not necessarily "solve" the
conflict, but it will prevent it from escalating until Mary and Joe
can see that trading something for something will be beneficial to all
concerned in the long run.

According to Frost and Wilmot:

The key to a successful quid pro quo is that the parties treat
one another as equals in order to consummate the trade.
It is
the process of equal power activation that makes quid pro quo
work, regardless of the specific agreement reached.
If both
parties are full participants, then the agreement will be of
like value to both of them.

Scenario #2

Mark is a Chicago cardiologist married to Kate.

According to

Kate, "We were sitting in an elegant French restaurant celebrating our
20th wedding anniversary, when the maitre d* suddenly approached our
table.

He whispered something to my husband who immediately left the

table and hurried into the ladies room.
I told him,

The waiter looked puzzled,

'That's okay, my husband's not a man, he's a doctor.'

so
And

then I realized that it was true; his identity as a physician had sur
passed any other in my mind.

When my husband returned

tothe table,

I felt a sharp pang of bitterness."

Kate:

It would be nice to spend a quietevening
interruptions!

Mark:

Kate,

this was an emergency.

alone without any
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Kate:

As usual.

Mark:

A woman needed help.

Kate:

Well, I didn't expect to be eating alone

I didn1t have much choice.
on our anniversary.

(Management sends over a complimentary bottle of champagne in
gratitude to Mark.)
Mark:

Let's forget it and enjoy the champagne.

Kate:

This isn't the first time something like this has ruined our
time together.
Once you treated a passenger on a plane five
minutes into the first vacation we had taken in three years.
And last year you had to leave the ballet to take care of a
member of the audience who had fainted, and even during our
daughter's school play last week you were backstage, attending
to a teacher who had slipped on a prop. Tonight, we got a
bottle of champagne on the house. On the plane, the pilot
announced your lifesaving measures over the intercom, and all
the passengers clapped with approval.
You received season
tickets from the ballet in gratitude from the management, and
the school principal told the auditorium, "We should be grate
ful to Kathy's daddy."

Mark:

What's the matter with all of that?

Kate:

How can I possibly expect you to think of yourself as a husband
and father, when your obligations as a doctor are so much more
immediate?

Mark:

You should be proud of my unique skill to help others.

Kate:

I am proud of you but . . .

Mark:

But what?

Kate:

I guess you think I'm selfish.

Mark:

Selfish?

Kate:

Oh never mind.
You act as if I'm so unimportant compared with
saving a life in the bathroom.
Compared to your career,
I'm nothing.

Mark:

That's not true.

Kate:

Then why do you act that way?
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Generally)
so immediately.

the most productive way to manage conflict is to do

However, there are situations when it is in the best

interest of both parties to avoid conflict.

Scenario #2 illustrates one

ease in which avoidance may be used as a productive conflict strategy.
One useful rule to follow in this situation may be, "If one
wishes to avoid a conflict, one should postpone it."

This rule seems

appropriate in this particular scenario because of the couple's
setting.

They are "celebrating" their wedding anniversary and might

prefer not to spoil the evening with an argument.

Also, Mark and Kate

are at a public place and may not wish to cause a scene at an
elegant restaurant.
Therefore,

in this case, setting a time for a later conflict

could be a productive way to manage the conflict.

In Scenario #2,

Kate is upset and wants to talk with Mark about it at the restaurant.
Mark's avoidance tactic of "Let's just forget it" is definitely not
productive.

His possible goals of (1) enjoying his anniversary dinner

and (2) avoiding further complaining by Kate, are not likely to be met
by brushing over the events of the evening.

Kate is probably not only

angry with the interruption of their night out, but also with his
seeming reluctance to talk with her about it.
An example

of productive postponement of the conflict is

as follows:

Mark:

Kate, I know you are upset.

I am sorry for the interruption.

I was also looking forward to a quiet night alone*

But we're

at the finest French restaurant in town, and I don't want to
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take away from our celebration.

Let's relax and order our

dinner, and then when we go home tonight, we can discuss the
whole thing over a cup of coffee.
Kate:

Oh sure, you'll probably go right to bed when we get home.

Mark:

No, it's 7:30 now.

We can be home by 10:00.

nice and quiet, and the two of us will talk.

The house will be
I know you are

very upset.
Kate:

Okay,

if we really will.

I know it's hard to talk in public,

and I don't want to spoil our dinner either.

If Mark says, "I know you're upset," he is acknowledging the
emotional content of the conflict.
to the depth of Kate's feelings.

He is giving immediate attention
A comment such as, "you have no

reason to be upset; let's work this out later," would have been an
insensitive and inappropriate way to handle this conflict.
Beside addressing the emotional content of the conflict, a
specific time should be agreed upon to talk as soon as feasible.
Simply to say, "We'll talk later" is generally insufficient.

Kate

needed to believe that Mark genuinely intended to bring the issue up
again at a specified time.
Overall, postponement works best when the emotional content of
the conflict is addressed and when a specified time for further
discussion is agreed upon.
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Scenario #3

Pat is a twenty-six—year— old wife of a second—year internal
medicine resident named Sam.

They live in Providence, Rhode Island.

"According to Pat, the more assurance her husband gains in his ability
to perform as a doctor, the more distant he becomes in his rela
tionship with her."

It is 8:30 p.m., and Sam has just gotten home

from the hospital.

Pat:

Sam, I need to discuss something with you.

Sam:

What is it?

Pat:

I talked with our insurance agent today, and he explained two
different car insurance policies.
I want to know which one you
think we should get.

Sam:

I don't care which one.

Pat:

I'd really like your opinion, would you look these over?

Sam:

Don't be so pushy!
Either one is okay with me.
Can't you
understand that I'm tired? I trust you
to handle it, so
you decide.

Pat:

I would like your help.

Sam:

I'm so tired.

Pat:

What happened?

Sam:

I just want to relax.

Pat:

Why do you avoid confiding in me?
on at the hospital.

Sam:

I'm going to bed.

Pat:

Exhausted! You work too much!

Sam:

It's better than having to put up with your drilling questions.

I had a rough day at the hospital.

You never tell

me what goes

I'm exhausted.
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Sometimes it is beneficial to escalate conflict.

In

Scenario #3, Pat and Sam seemingly have a situation where their
involvement with one another is low.

Sam does not want to be involved

in household decisions, and he doesn't seem to want to involve Pat in
his experiences at the hospital.
As discussed in Chapter IV, escalation rules function to
increase the intensity of a conflict by highlighting the interdependence
of the parties.

Perhaps this would be useful for Pat and Sam.

There are several rules for escalating conflict to choose
from.

In most cases where escalation occurs,

groups often overlapping.

these rules appear in

However, I focused on two possible escala

tion rules for Pat and Sam to follow in order to clearly illustrate
their usefulness.

They ares

"If one wishes to escalate conflict,

then one should expand the issue." and "If one wishes to escalate
conflict,

then one should break the relational rules."

The first rule on issue expansion is a major type of escalatory tactic.

It occurs when a person intentionally balloons an issue.

"Issue expansion can be particularly effective in bringing up rela
tional concerns by using the content issues as the first step.

The

tactic allows the other to see how significant the content is in rela
tion to your self-esteem."95
For example, when Pat

says, "what happened?"

might

have gone like this:

Sam:

I just want to relax.

Pat:

Dammit Sam, am I thatundesirable
with day-to-day decisions.

to you?

thatconversation

You avoid helping

You won't talk about work, you
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barely even touch me anymore!

You don't seem to like anything

about me.
In this case, issue expansion moved the discussion from speci
fic things into Pat's feeling that she is undesirable to Sam.

It also

served to signal that her self-concept in their relationship is very low.
By bringing up a related issue, such as touching,

it may make

it clear to Sam that there is more at stake than just the content
issues of insurance policies and his daily routine.

Perhaps Sam would

be able to read the underlying messages regarding the relational
aspects of the conflict.

If so, a more sensitive discussion might occur.

Another way of managing this conflict might be to break the
relational rules.

In the first portion of Scenario #3, the implicit

rule seems to be that Pat is in charge of household decision making.
If, however,

she breaks the rule and refuses to take some of those

responsibilities,

she and Sam will have to renegotiate the rules of

the relationship.
This rule will escalate the conflict, but it will be a pro
ductive tactic if the couple can re-evaluate their relational rules
and agree on more satisfactory ways of managing their relationship.

Scenario #4

John is a second-year family practice resident in Denver,
Colorado.

He moonlights for $25 per hour two nights a week in the

emergency room.

Kris is his wife.

Kris and John have gone to bed.

It's 10:00 p.m.

Kris expresses her desire for intimacy.
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John:

Kris, I'm very tired.
You are really pressuring me.
I don't
like to be pushed.
You don't fully understand how tired I am!

Kris:

You're either working at the hospital or at home sleeping.
said you'd bespending less time at the hospital this year,
instead you're there more than ever.
I am
bored!

John:

I don't have any choice.

Kris:

I do understand but lately you've been at the hospital even
when you're not on call.

John:

Moonlighting has enabled us to buy the car we needed and
besides, it's great experience for me.
I'm learning a lot.
Isn't that important to you?

Kris:

Yes.

John:

Okay.
Do you want me to drop out of the medical profession,
or do you want to stop complaining?

Kris:

I guess I don't have much choice.

John:

Then it's settled!

I thought you

You
but

understood that.

Sometimes the most desirable way to manage conflict is to
reduce it.

The conflict in Scenario #4 seems to deteriorate into an

abrupt unproductive conclusion.

Perhaps if Kris and John had employed

one or more of the rules for reducing conflict,

their interaction

would have been much more productive.
One possible reduction rule they might have used is, "If one
wishes to reduce conflict, then one should use negative inquiry."
"In negative inquiry, when a person is criticized, he or she responds
by asking for more information, not less, about what it is that the
other finds objectionable.

Then the person being criticized tries to

solve that part of the problem that is s o l v a b l e . N e g a t i v e
is a form of fractionation.

inquiry
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When Kris criticized John for "either working at the hospital
or sleeping," John might have asked for more information.

For example,

he could have said, "Are you unhappy with my professional life?"
By asking for more information, John would have fractionized
the conflict.
Perhaps by doing this, the conflict could have been broken
down from one big conflict concerning John’s work hours, his need
for sleep, Kris’s desires, and their money concerns,
manageable conflicts.
in their

to more

Following this rule could make component issues

conflict more approachable and enable them to better manage

this conflict.
If John had used negative inquiry, he might have avoided
getting defensive and refusing to review other available options.
In this case, employing negative inquiry overlaps the rule,
"If one wishes to reduce conflict,
levels of conflict."

then one should respond to all

If John asks Kris if she is unhappy with his

professional life, he is asking her to represent both "facts" and
feelings about the conflict.
The conflict participants in Scenario #4 stuck themselves with
a content explicit, relationship implicit conflict.

So it is not

likely that they would have reached resolution of any of the emo
tionally charged conflict issues.

It seems imperative that both the

content and relationship levels of the conflict be addressed.
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3.2 Evaluate Results

In order to judge the results of applying certain rules,

the

results should be compared with both individual and collective goals.
Goals imply a desired end state and some action designed to make that
state come about.
goals:

Frost and Wilmot explained three different types of

prospective goals,

transactive goals, and retrospective goals.

A prospective goal is one which is set before the com
munication transaction occurs.

When a prospective goal is made ahead

of time, one figures out what s/he wants and what s/he must do to
bring that end state about.
Often goals are changed during a conflict.

A transactive goal

is one in which changes are made as a result of the communication
transaction.

The third type of goal is retrospective.

goals only make sense after the conflict takes place.

Retrospective
"Since we do

not know the size and implications of a conflict until we look back on
it, goals serve an explanatory not a predicting,

function."^

A person chooses to follow a particular rule in a conflict
situation with the hope of achieving a certain end state.
"Participants in a conflict have notions about (1) their own goals,
(2) the other's goals,

(3) their options,

(4) the other's options,

and (5) possible consequences that will result from the tactical
options chosen.
If, after applying the chosen rule,
not achieved,

the desired end state is

then one may wish to change the rule applied.
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Debug Methodology

Now that the methodology for managing demand-time conflicts
has been diagrammed and explained,
anything should be debugged.

it is time to consider whether

In Chapter I, I presented five design

specifications as requirements for a methodology.

The completed

methodology in this study must meet these requirements in order to be
accepted as a methodology.
(1) it must be multiordinal;

The design specifications are:
(2) humans must be viewed as choice makers;

(3) the focus should be on pattern properties;

(4) change must be

accounted for; and (3) various systemic qualities must be present.

Multiordinality

The completed methodology for managing demand-time conflicts
in physician marriages includes a procedure for choosing and applying
various communication rules.
from.

There are rules and meta-rules to choose

Meta-rules are at a higher level of abstraction than rules.
Also, as discussed in Chapter I, Shimanoff demonstrated the

multiordinality of rules when she discussed the following structural
quality of a rule:

"A rule should include an indication of whether

under the rule a certain behavior is preferred, required, or prohibited.11
The characteristics of multiordinality are also evident in the
procedure for choosing rules described in Chapter IV.

Once a couple

are aware of the potential for a demand-time conflict,

they map the

ongoing scenario.

This requires that they pay attention to the first-

order experience.

When they map the ongoing scenario,

the couple
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describe what is happening in order to have an accurate map to guide
them in their choices of rules for managing their conflict.
The next step in choosing communication rules is to interpret
the conflict.

Interpretation is at a higher level of abstraction than

description and the first-order experience.

From the interpretation,

generalizations and conclusions can be drawn.

The multiordinality of

this process is illustrated by Bois's version of Alfred Korzybski's
structural differential diagrammed on page 28.

Choice Makers

The completed methodology requires that the users be viewed as
choice makers.

Couples make choices at every step of the methodology.

They make choices on how to map,

interpret, and diagnose their

particular scenario.
The conflict participants also make choices about whether to
avoid, maintain, escalate, or reduce their conflict.

Each choice

along the way has an effect on the successive choices.

For example, a

choice to avoid conflict limits the couple's choices of communication
rules to those that prescribe behavior for avoiding conflict.

Pattern Properties

This methodology deals with pattern properties.
used in the methodology are non-metrical and non-causal.

The rules
The rules

themselves cannot be measured, because it is the relationship between
parts which is significant.
nations.

Also, rules do not provide causal expla

Rather they provide reason-giving explanations,

i.e., the
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conflict participant did X because s/he chose to follow rule A, which
prescribes X.
Other evidence that the methodology deals with pattern proper
ties can be found in the procedure for interpreting the scenarios
demonstrated in Chapter III.

Interpreting the scenario is necessary

in order to better understand the structure of the conflict.
participants look for patterns in their conflict.
relationships between parts and a whole.

The

The focus is on

The structure of the

conflict depends upon arrangement, or organization, or the totality of
things.

Thus, when the couple interpret their scenario,

they are

concerned with pattern properties.

Change

Once the conflict participants have applied their choices of
communication rules, they evaluate the results.
unsatisfactory,

If the results are

they may change their choice of rules.

In this methodology, change is accounted for through meta-rules.
Meta-rules are rules for creating, negotiating, discussing, and
changing rules.

Systemic Qualities

The relevant systemic qualities presented in Chapter I are:
(1) interdependence of parts; (2) open systems; (3) positive and
negative feedback; and (4) equifinality.
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Interdependence of Parts
The couples look for structural qualities while interpreting
their conflict.

They are concerned with relationships between parts

of the whole.
Open Systems
Since this methodology was designed for use by couples,
deals with open systems.

it

The couple must interact with their environ

ment in order to decide whether or not to follow a rule and,

if so,

which rule to follow.
Positive and Negative Feedback
The users of the methodology can make choices between positive
and negative feedback.

For example, rules for avoiding conflict can

be viewed as negative feedback.
counteract conflict.
positive feedback.

These rules are intended to

Rules for escalating conflict can be seen as
These rules function to increase the intensity

of conflict.
Equifinality
As stated several times, all of the communication rules for
managing demand-time conflicts can be used for either productive or
nonproductive purposes.
different behaviors.
to avoid conflict,
time.11

The use of one rule can result in a number of

For example,

consider the rule, "If one wishes

then one should postpone the conflict until a later

Following this rule can result in, "Let's just forget it for

now," or "Honey, I know you're upset.
morning over breakfast."
productive than the other.

We'll discuss it tomorrow

Obviously one result would probably be more
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It is also possible for the same kind of behavior to result
from following two different rules.

For example, suppose a woman asks

her husband this question, "Are you unhappy with my heavy work
schedule?"
conflict,

She could be following the rule, "If one wishes to reduce
then one should use negative inquiry."

However,

the same

question could result from following the rule, "If one wishes to
reduce conflict,

then one should respond to all levels of conflict."

It is clear from this review that the procedure for managing
demand-time conflicts in physician marriages meets the requirements
for a methodology.

It includes all the design specifications set

forth in Chapter I and, thus, may be considered a methodology.
The diagram for the design of this study, or the meta
methodology,

shown on page 23 in Chapter I, indicates that the

methodology for managing demand-time conflicts should be evaluated in
terms of the original design specifications.

The last step of the

design diagram is to debug the methodology.
Since the design specifications were all satisfied by the
completed methodology,

it is not necessary to debug it.

If the

methodology had fallen short on any one of the design specifications,
it would have necessitated a change in the methodology.

CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

As I stated in Chapter I, my interest in the area of physician
marriages started during the year I was engaged to my husband.

He was

a junior medical student when we got engaged and is now a first-year
internal medicine resident.
Shortly after we were engaged, Carla Fine, author of
Married to Medicine, was on the Phil Donahue Show.

She reported what

she had discovered through 115 interviews with physician spouses.

Her

main theme was that life married to a physician meant a life of
disrupted plans, unpredictable hours, and many hours spent alone.
According to Fine,

it meant living with a generally respected member

of the community whose opportunity for extramarital affairs was
unlimited, and who usually considered his/her career as more important
than family life.
On that particular Donahue Show, one physician's wife from the
audience was questioning the value of the information that Fine
reported.

An excerpt from the transcript of that show went as follows:

Spouse:

1 don't see the purpose to it.
1 think it's each wife's
problem to handle if she can. Now, as a doctor's wife, 1
think the problem is harder because you don't have the
time and the availability to be able to work out your
marital problems like other people might normally.

Phil:

You're a physician's wife?
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Spouse:

Yeah.

Phil:

And you're saying that you don't have the time because of
his responsibility.

Spouse:

You don't have as much control over his life, I think, as a
wife who has a lot more time with her husband.

Phil:

How do you feel about that?

Spouse:

Sometimes I am real angry about it.

Phil:

Might it be useful for other young women who might be
falling in love with all those residents out there in
those white coats?

Spouse:

Unless you're going to tell them don't get married to
a doctor.

Phil:

We wouldn't be that messianic, but---

Spouse:

What else can you tell them?

Phil:

Buyer beware.

Spouse:

Well, even if you're aware of it, I don't understand
how discussing the fact that doctors might have extra
marital affairs is going to help solve anybody's
problem, 99

Sometimes, you know-—

As I listened to this conversation, I began thinking that
there should be more useful information available to physician couples
other than mere awareness that certain problems are characteristic of
physician marriages.

This thesis, then, was written in order to help

physician couples to better manage some of these characteristic
problems in their marriages,

specifically demand-time conflicts.

The methodology in this study was designed for direct use and
application by physician couples.

In order to create the methodology,

I first constructed four prototypical scenarios of demand-time
conflicts in physician marriages (Chapter II).

Once these scenarios
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were composed,

they were interpreted in order to better understand the

structure of the conflicts (Chapter III).
Once the reader was more familiar with several possible struc
tures of demand-time conflicts, I proceeded with a step-by-step
explanation of the methodology for managing demand-time conflicts by
choosing and applying communication rules.

Choices of communication

rules depend on a couple's individual and collective goals,

their

ability to accurately map the ongoing scenario, and their interpreta
tion and diagnosis of their conflict.

Once these steps are completed,

the couple may choose a communication strategy and one or more of the
corresponding rules to follow in an attempt to manage their particular
demand-time conflict (Chapter IV).
Finally,

the couple should apply the rule to their conflict

situation in order to determine if they have achieved their desired
outcome.

If they are satisfied with the outcome, then the conflict is

sufficiently managed.

If they are dissatisfied with the outcome,

then

they may choose to employ a different communication rule (Chapter V).
While this methodology focused on rules for mediating demand
time conflicts, couples should understand the possibilities for pre
venting some demand-time conflicts.

It was not the purpose of this

study to develop a communication theory for preventing demand-time
conflicts.

Developing such a theory and testing it experimentally are

both beyond the scope of this study.

However, Appendix I includes

some possibly useful information on preventing demand-time conflicts
not directly related to communication.
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According to Silvern, "An untested model is much like an
airplane just off the assembly line.
must be flight-tested."1®®
remains to be seen.

Thus,

Interesting, but unsafe.

It

the usefulness of this methodology

While designing the methodology, I aimed toward

representational validity.

I aimed for this by generating design

specifications which the completed methodology had to meet and also,
by constructing the scenarios according to current research literature
and the stated essential elements of conflict.
In a future representational validation study, the objective
would be to determine whether the utility of the methodology on the
prototypical scenarios matched the utility of the methodology on reallife conflicts.

If these matched,

the methodology could be said to

have representational validity.^®1
The reliability of this methodology remains to be seen.
However,

there is no reason to believe that it would not be reliable

provided the user understood the methodology and had competence in
using it.

This should also be tested in future research.

One possibility for future study would be to run a controlled
experiment.

I might hypothesize that acquiring an understanding of

the methodology for managing demand-time conflicts in physician
marriages might have the effect of couples being happier about their
relationships.

This could be tested experimentally.

This thesis was written specifically for couples who wish to
have more than just awareness of common marital problems and hope that
their marriages can withstand those problems.

According to Mary Ann

Lamanna and Agnes Riedmann in Marriages and Families:

Making Choices
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throughout the Life Cycle, "Hope alone w o n ’t make emotionally
satisfying marriages,

although it may help.

Maintaining a marriage

also takes work and knowledge of what you’re doing."102

The

methodology created in this study was designed to contribute to the
knowledge of physician couples in order that they may more
productively work at their marriages.

APPE N D I X I
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PREVENTING CONFLICTS

Of the possible demand-time conflicts in physician marriages,
some might be prevented.

Faith Robertson Elliot suggested some

possible ways to prevent demand-time conflicts in his article,
"Professional and Family Conflicts in Hospital Medicine."
sented the following two types of strategies:
and (2) evasive strategies.

He pre

(1) accepting strategies

Elliot stated, "the use of one strategy

over the other seems to be determined in part by the exigencies of the
situation, but in part, also, by attitudes to the legitimacy of work,
family demands."103
Accepting strategies include developing family rituals, culti
vating alternative sources of help and companionship by spouses, and
curtailing non-familial leisure by the physician.
Family rituals have been developed by some couples so that the
family is all together at some time daily.

"For example,

some couples

set aside a particular time each day for the children— bath time and
bed time may also be time with father, and the ordinary business of
daily living is then transmuted by the spirit of family solidarity.
To facilitate this, children may be kept up late."*®^
Also,

some spouses deal with time when they anticipate being

alone in a ritualized way.

A ritual can be made of demanding house

hold chores, or tasks such as letter-writing, or jogging which are
saved up for weekends or evenings when the physician is on duty so
that there is something to absorb their energies at these times.
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The development of alternative sources of companionship or
outside interests can be adopted as a means of alleviating loneliness.
The belief in the need for the spouse's independence is commonly held
in the research literature.
Doctor's Wife:

Rosanne Krcek Frank, author of "The

Meeting her own Needs," stated, "Each developmental

phase (of the medical marriage) has its crisis.

Utilizing one's

inherent capabilities for growth during each of these periods can
result in a serenity which allows for a mature, co-pathic relationship
within a marriage.

By utilizing the positive aspects of being married

to a successful professional, with all that implies— the status,

the

economic security— one can achieve a high level of satisfaction.

This

means that one has to take advantage of the opportunity for personal
growth and become a co-equal partner in the marital relationship.
One physician's wife confided to Carla Fine that she was never
very independent and still feels uneasy when she does things without
her husband:

"I'm basically a dependent person who has become self-

sufficient out of necessity.

It was painful, but I made a resolution

to be able to function independently of my husband.

Because of this,

I discovered qualities in myself I never knew I possessed.

All Sam

wants is a smooth-running home, and he shows no curiosity about how I
accomplish it.

My self-reliance came about as a response to Sam's

frequent absences and the fear that my problems would add to the
pressures of his work.

Mine is a practical solution, not a

feminist statement."106
It appears that outside interests such as taking classes,
developing a career, or cultivating neighborhood ties for the spouse
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may relieve some marital stress.

Of course,

feel their life together is important.

the couple should still

They must be able to share

with each other; self-sufficiency and autonomy need to be tempered by
mutual dependency and support.
At the root of many demand-time conflicts is unfulfilled
expectations.

Typically, a spouse enters the medical marriage

believing all her needs will be met.
high,

she is often disillusioned.

Setting these expectations so

For example, Nancy is a nurse

married to an orthopedic surgery resident, Ted.

Nancy said:

I worked as a nurse for four years before marrying Ted, and
even though I was aware that residents spent all their time
working, I thought if I married a doctor, it would be dif
ferent.
I truly believed that any man I married would love me
enough to put my needs before those of his patients.
I was
naive, of course, and it was hard for me, as it would be for
any woman, to come to terms
with the idea that I will always
take second place; even though it's not meant as a personal
insult, it still is painful to accept.
Another commonly held misconception is that with each tran
sitional phase within the medical career,
residency to practice,

i.e., medical school to

that there will be more time with the family.

The following statement from Helen (married to Charles, an Atlanta,
Georgia Ophthalmologist) is quite common.

Helen was disappointed to

find that Charles spent so much

time at work, because she assumed

his pace would slacken once his

residency was finished.

that

She stated,

"I imagined that since my husband would now be working for himself, he
would be able to balance his time a little better.

Yet,

if anything,

his hours are worse than before."108
Since unfulfilled expectations may be a significant part of
demand-time conflicts, accepting strategies may be useful in preventing
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some of them.

It could be argued that a decision to marry a physician

constitutes a decision to accept the life-style that accompanies that
occupational position.
expected.

In some marriages, physician absences had been

One wife reported, "Since George is never home, I don't

feel guilty about spending long hours in the library or taking an
extra seminar.

Some of the married women in my class feel an obliga

tion to make dinner for their husbands or study at home, even though
the television might be interfering with their concentration.

They

don't want to be accused of ignoring their husbands and turning into
cold career women.

I'm lucky not to have this conflict.

...

George also feels freer to devote more time to his own work, knowing
that I'm occupied with my own studies."109
Fine, referring to the "doctor's wife," also reported, "early
in her marriage she is advised by older physicians' wives to accept
the fact that she will always be second to the patients.

She is told

that the sooner she understands this, the happier she will b e . " ^ ®
The accepting strategies imply the legitimation of the heavy
investment of time in work by the couple.

If statements such as

"family commitments have to be secondary" and "medicine is a way of
life and the rest of your life is adapted to it" can be accepted by
both the physician and the spouse,

then possibly the accepting

strategies may be useful in preventing some demand-time conflicts.
A second preventive strategy could be evasive strategies.
According to Elliot, evasive strategies are aimed at the avoidance or
reduction of heavy work-loads.

This may be done in two ways.

said, "Attempts may be made to limit the time spent in work by

Elliot
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curtailing activities such as research and publication which are
necessary to the process of carving out a career in medicine but which
are not immediately essential to patient care.

This course of action

represents an ordering of priorities in the allocation of time, a
compromise by which the patient is given priority over the family but
career goals are circumscribed in the interests of the family."HI
Also, career paths may be chosen in order to maximize the
opportunity for meeting family demands.

A doctor may enter a spe

cialty which is believed to be relatively undemanding of time and
energy.

One friend told me, "One reason for choosing radiology was

that inevitably you don't put in as much time on work as in some other
specialties.

This leaves time for me to be with my wife and daughter."

Elliot and others have suggested strategies for restructuring
the procedure for selecting medical students,
residencies, and private practices.
may be worthwhile,

the philosophies of many

While suggestions of these sorts

they are beyond the scope of this study.

The particular evasive strategies discussed here are not stra
tegies that challenge the occupational system.

"Rather they represent

the curbing of occupational aspirations within given occupational
structures so that there may be time for familial involvement."H2
The key to preventing some demand-time conflicts seems to be
in the ability to anticipate the work-family tensions that are likely
to arise as a result of the incompatibility of the commitments to work
with expectations of a spouse and family.
conflicts,

In anticipating the

some may be prevented by employing accepting or

evasive strategies.
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